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ABSTRACT
The researc h is composed of two separate e fforts. First, a study of the effect of fl ow rate
of drilling fluid on the drilling performance of two-inch corin g bits ; and second, the
commiss ioning of equipment for the CERC HAR rock abrasiveness test. CERCHAR is a
standard test to determine a measure of rock abrasiveness based on the wear flat that the
rock produces o n the ti p of a scratching tool.

In the drilling tests the primary vari ables were the fl ow rate and weight on bit and also the
d rilling modes (v ibrati o n assisted and conventional). T he bits were impregnated diamond
coring bits and wear m easurements were based o n both microscopic photos of the b it
surface and the di amonds and on the weight loss of the tool. T he results show an overall
increase of the rate of penetrati on fo r vibrati on ass isted drilling compared to conventional
drilling and also the boostin g the effect of the fl ow rate on this increase in the rate of
penetrati on.

A previo usly constructed CERCHAR testing facili ty was comm iss io ned, incl uding the
dete rmin ati on of the appropriate heat treatme nt of the tool steel c hose n for the styli . T he
effect on the CECHA R Abras iveness Index (CAl) of stylus hardness wi thin the range of
hardness of ±2HRC abo ut the hardness stipul ated in the standard is within the confidence
limits fo r a CAl determin atio n.
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Introduction
1. 1

Principles of Drilling

Rotary drillin g is the most accepted and practiced method of drilling ever s ince the
expl oitati on of the unde rg ro und fluid s such as petroleum became a prolific bus iness . In
the rotary drilling a bit is used fo r the mechani cal attack. The mechani cal attack causes
rock failure and generatio n of the fragment. Continu ati on of fragm entation by cleaning
the previous generated chips creates a ho le which is called well bore , and the rock surface
in fro nt of the bit is called botto m ho le. There are many parameters w hich infl uence the
rock-bit interactio n in a drill ing operati o n, e .g., rock type, bit type, technology of
mechanical attack and c leaning of bit. In o rder to generate a rock under a specific
conditi on o f pe netratio n a certain amount of e nergy is requi red . The energy of rotary
drilling is supported by a motor on the rig floor o r dow nhole motor. T he rate of
penetration (ROP) is the length of pe netratio n per unit of time which the b it drills the
rock .

T he basic param eters of rotary d rill ing suc h as the rotar y speed, weight o n bit and the
flo w rate have always been the subject of study e ither independently or interacting wi th
each other. Setting the input parameters of a drilling syste m, results in a certain val ue of
d rilling response. T he drilling responses w hic h s igni ficantl y impact the economic cost of
drilling operation are the rate of penetration and rate of bit wear.
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The cost of drilling operations is the function of time of operation . Reducing the time of
operation decreases the total cost of drillin g. Normally, the main part of a drilling
operation is spe nt on rotary time, which the bit is generating rock fragments, and the
tripping time, which is spent on taking the bit out of the well when it is worn off, and run
it to the depth after install ati on of the new bit. The tripping time can be more signi ficant
in dril ling operations at great depth and offshore drillings where the di stance between
water surface and ground is hi gh.

The refo re, increase
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ROP and decrease

111

bit wear can reduce the cost of drilling

s ignifi cantly.

The Advanced Drilling Group (ADG) at Memo rial Uni vers ity of Newfoundland has
undertaken a program of experimental and numeri cal investi gatio ns of vibration-assisted
rotary drilling (V ARD).

The research examines fundamental

rock penetration

mechanisms for V ARD and its applicati on in reduction of the cost of the drilling, aimed
at determining optimal bit o perating condi tio ns including o ptimum ranges of vibration
frequency and amplitude, weight on bit (WOB), rotary speed, drilling fluid flow rate and
bore ho le pressure conditi ons. lt is believed that the wear rate is affected by vibrations;
therefore, this factor is also included in this work.

The present study is in an initial series of studies by the ADG of the relationship of ROP
to WOB , and the effect of other pertinent variable on this re lat ionship. In particular the
additional effect of drilling fluid flow rate was studied, along w ith weight on bit (WOB)
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and the rotary speed. Most of the other initial studies are conducted using an embedded
diamond coring bits, as in thi s study.

1.2

Background of the research

Li [I] developed the vibration assisted drilling set-up used in this work, which was
modified for subsequent studies. He also examined the effect of vibratio n on the rate of
penetration us ing diamond impregnated coring bits and found that the rate of penetration
can be increased by applying vibration o n the rock specimen. Zhang [3] developed new
techniques in tool wear measurement and discovered that the tool wear increases in
vibration ass isted drilling compared to conventional drilling when all the other
operational conditions remaining the same. Abtahi [4] continued the wear study using 1"
coring bit to increase the bit pressure with more detailed in vesti gation of the wear rate
including the bit profile and different modes of wear in the test. Only one flow rate 3
gallons per minute (GPM) is used . He fo und that changes in bit profile due to wear
affected the performance of the bit. He also observed the same increasing trends in the
rate of wear in vibration assisted drilling. Babatunde [4] then went into more detai l of the
input parameters of the vibration assisted drilling. He also used Polycrystalline Diamond
Compact (PDC) bits to in vestigate the effect of vibration frequency combined with
amplitude . Babatunde [4] suggested that the ROP can be also increased for PDC bit in
V ARD. Khorshidi an [5] showed that increase in amount of energy of the mechanical
attack can result in a hi g her rate of penetration .
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The aforementio ned body of knowledge is valuable and is essential in the development of
the vibrati o n assisted rotary drilling technology. Each one of the menti o ned researchers
added a piece o f kno wledge to the initiall y completely unknown puzzle , whi ch bring a
questi on of how the vibrati o n enhances the ROP and increases the wear rate of the bit.
The role of vibration is not c learl y understoo d and needs much more detailed study and
verificati on.

The previ o us studi es, fo r the main part, contain lack of concentratio n on some of the
drillin g parameters, i.e., fl ow rate of the drilling fluid , w hich is water in these
e xperime nts. In the previo us work, i.e ., Abtahi [3] and Babatunde [4] , water was provi ded
by the available piping syste m in the labo ratory, and the only means to control the rate
w as to use a valve to restri ct the fl o w rate fro m the max imum possible at the supply
pressure. T he re was no guarantee that the fl ow rate of the flu id in the system re mai ns
constant durin g the drilling due to change in the pressure of the water in the building and
change in resistance to flow at the d rill bit. The re was also no means to measure the
instantaneous fl o w rate of the fl ui d during the experiments.

Flow rate is undoubtedl y one of the most influenti al fac tors in the drill ing and the above
mentio ned weakness in the experiments sho uld be of hi gh prio rity to reso lve. One of the
main mo ti vati ons of the c urrent study was to modify the set-up which injects a constant
and contro ll able rate of fl ow of fluid in the syste m.
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1.3

Research Plan

This research adds to the current knowledge of the vibrati on assisted rotary drilling with
impregnated coring drilling bit performance versus the hydraulic system properties (fl ow
rate). The term 'bit performance' is a function of two parameters which are the rate of
penetration and the wear rate, a combination of these two factors determine how good the
bit performance is. The te rm performance means the two basic responses of the drilling
system which are the rate of penetration and the rate of the wear of the cutting tool
(impregnated diamond coring bit).

One of the widely accepted paramete rs, which are known to be very influential in the
wear rate imposed o n the tool, is called CERCHAR Abrasiveness Index (C Al) of the
rock. This value can be used as one of the rock properties which impacts the bit wear. In
o rder to obtai n the CAJ value, sacrifi cial pins, which are called styli, with a specific
physical property, i.e., hardness can be used . A second task in this research was to modify
and commission a recently constructed CERCHAR testing facility to be used later. Also
some preliminary sets of tests were conducted that provi de guide lines on the preparation
of the mate ri al to be used for the styli .
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2

Current State of Knowledge
2. 1

Effect of Flow Rate on Drilling Performance

T he flow of flu id in a drilling operation plays several roles which are vital for the
performance of penetration . The main roles are the control of e ntry of unwanted
form ation fluids inside the wellbore, cooling the drill bit, transpo rtati on of the cuttings
fro m the bo tto m of the well up in the ann ul us. Be yond the afo rementioned applications, in
this study the focus is o n the cleaning of the bo rehole whic h directly affects the rate of
penetrati on [6, 7] . The appropriate bit hydraulics, in addition to increasing the ROP, can
increase the bit life . Tibbitts [8] reported the necessity of bit hydraulics in cooling the
diamo nds and co nseque ntly inc rease in the bit life.

2. 1. 1

Fundamentals of Bit hydraulics

The hydraulic system o f drillin g is a c losed loop of c ircul ati on of fluids from mud tanks
a ll the w ay to the surface p ipi ng systems and dow n the hole through dril l string and
fina lly back to the mud tanks [9]. Figure 2. 1 sho ws a schemati c of thi s system . As it can
be seen, the mud is being pumped into the well and all the w ay back up into the annulus
carrying the cuttings of the d rilled fo rmati o n. Then it is returned by the return li ne to the
mud processing fac ilities, such as shale shaker, centrifu ges and dril l strin g, to remove the
c uttings and prepare the mud again for pumping back in the ci rc ulati o n.
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of a rig fluid circulating system (courtesy of Bourgoyne et al. [9])

Lim and C hukwu [10] made a seri es of ex periments using an in house flow loop drilling
s imul ato r and aimed to investi gate the effect of hydraulic ho rsepower of the fl uid at the
bit, and the impact force of the fluid at the bi t on rate of penetrati on. These two
paramete rs have always been the objecti ve functi o ns when it comes to maximizing the
effi c iency of a drilling system [ ll ]. They conc luded that the unbalanced j et force from the
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bit nozzles can enhance cutting transportation and eases the process of removing the
cutti ngs from the region right below the bit to the annul ar space.

A series of in vestigations conducted by Humble Oil and Refining Company were made to
gain more insight into role of hydraulics and especially bottom-ho le c leaning. Eckel and
Nolley [ 12] made a mathematical analysis, which is based on the hydraulic parameters
that they believed are influenti al on the rate of penetration. The n, they developed a series
of charts which by utilizing them, choosing an optimum nozzle size and pump liner is
made poss ible. Another report by Kendall and Goins [ 13] was concerned with the same
objective but lookin g at different parameters which are bit hydraulic bit horsepower,
impact force and nozzle velocity. They pro vided some sample c harts showing optimum
pump operating conditions based on each of those three parameters to be max imized.

Accompanying the same series of investi gati o ns, there is the wok published by Bielstein
and Canno n [ 14] who studi ed the factors affectin g the rate of penetratio n for roller cone
bits. Their approach was also experimental and they did not merely look into the
hydrauli c system effects. However, the hydraulic system studies took a signi ficant portion
of their work. They (like the maj o rity of previous studies) stated that the fluid veloci ty at
the nozzles hi ghl y affects the rate of pe netratio n. They also proposed an optimized design
of nozzles which maximizes the hydraulic horsepower transferred to the bottom hole and
thereby the rate of penetration. They commented th at the fluid distribution is an important
factor in changi ng the drilling characteri stics of the bit. They also indicated that the bit
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durability can also be affected by the hydrauli c facto rs. The same autho rs in another
repo rt [ 15] went th rough the details of nozzle design and how it affects the rate of
penetrati on and also pump operating conditions. T heir ex perime nts were conducted in
low and hi gh pressure and among the ir results was the conclusion that drag bits, if the
nozzles are placed close to the cutting edges, resul ts in both increased bit life and rate of
penetrati on .

Hellums [ 16] in the same seri es of investi gati ons elaborated more o n the effect of pump
horsepowe r o n the rate of pe netratio n. Thi s stud y a lso commented o n the s ignificance of
hydraulics in the b it life o r in the other words the bit wear rate. It was confirmed that the
max imum achi evable penetration rates can be reached for a certain dri lli ng ope ration if
the hydraulic horsepower of the pump is consumed mainl y at the bi t and the mi ni mum
horsepower req uired to lift the cuttings is consu med at the annul ar space.
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Figure 2-2. fluid jet exiting the nozzle

In ano ther research on effect of the botto m hole cleaning o n penetration mechanism,
Bizanti and Blick [ J7] studi ed the fluid dynamics of well bore bottom ho le cleanin g. They
ran a series of tests on a research ri g in vesti gatin g the variab les affecting the rate of
c utting removal. T he di stinctive point about these tests was that no rock cuttin g o r
penetrati on was do ne and the bit was set at a preselected he ight, above a packed col umn
o f c uttings. T hey then changed the hydrauli c paramete rs of the system to see the
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corresponding response in the bottom hole cleaning. Figure 2.3 shows a schematic
di agram of their experimental set up.
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Figure 2-3. Schematic diagram of the circulating mud system used by Bizanti and Blick [ 17]
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The y defin ed a parameter whi ch is a good indicator of the cleaning efficiency and is the
rati o of cuttings mass fl ow rate to mud mass flow rate. This parameter was fo und to be a
stro ng functi o n of Reynolds number and nozzle he ight above the botto m of the hole and
c utting density.

Ledgerwood and Salisbury [ 18] argued that poor bit hydrau lics results in accumul ation of
cutting materi al around the bit. This condi tion of drill ing, w hich is shown in Figure 2-4, is
accompani ed by a very low rate of penetrati on as the bi t is not able to meet fres h surface
of the rock fo r an effi cie nt generatio n of the fragme nts.

Figure 2-4. Accumula tion of cutting ma terial a r ound the bit in poor bit hydraulics condition (after
Led gerwood a nd Salisbury [18])

More recent studies, as mentio ned in the begi nn ing of thi s survey of li terature, are more
concerned with new techniq ues. Kuru et a![ 19] in 2005 made a s imi lar study to those
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mentioned previously [ 12, 13] with the difference that they studied fo am as the drilling
fluid. Foam is in nature a two-phase fluid consisting of liquid and gas phases plus
surfactant, the hydrodyn amics of the foam is more complicated than con ventio nal drilling
muds and this paper deals with introducti on of a method to optimize liquid and gas
injecti o n rates to obtain the maximum penetration rate whil e d rilling with foam .

M oving to more recent wo rks, Qahtani and Amanul ah[20 ] in 2010 presented a ho le
cleaning predicti on tool w hich is c laimed to be user-friendl y and easy to use and at the
same time provides a decent estim ate of the bo re ho le cleaning effic iency in putting the
ope rati onal cond itio ns such as ho le geometry and mud properties and subs urface
conditi ons and c uttings properties. They mainl y used e mpirical correlati ons to estimate
rheological properties of the mud in vari o us tempe rature and pressures . Their cutting
transpo rt model mainl y was based on the concepts of sli p ve loci ty of solid partic les in the
liquid and the slip ve)ocity itself is calcul ated based o n some more em pirical correlations
that they presented .

The work b y Malekzadeh and M o hammadsalehi [2 1] presented a more accurate method
to optimize the boreho le cleaning effic ie ncy in directi o nal and mostly horizontal wells .
The ir study was an advanced co mbinatio n of the works such as Qahtani and Am anul ah
[20] in the mode ling of the cleaning effic ie ncy and also the earlier works on d ri lling
hydrauli c optimizati o n studi es such as [1 2] and [I 1] . Their method g ives the minim um
fl ow rate required for the transport of cuttings for all ranges of inclinati on angles . T hey
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also presented a plotting technique using which mud properties are given in a w ay that the
calculated optimized fl ow rate becomes higher than the minimum fl ow rate required for
cutting transport.

Ersoy [22] in laboratory study, made a brief discussion on the role of flow rate in the
drilling performance. His drilling unit's hydraulic system had two components which are
the power rack and hydraulic control. A flush tank was used to provi de water suppl y for
the drilling operation. He used three types of bits: pin, hybrid, and impregnated di amond.
The drilled rocks were Sandstone, Siltstone, Diorite, Granite, and Limestone. He
observed two main trends in their ex periments; the first o ne was that there ex ists an
optimum value for the weight on the bit in which the penetration rate and the drilling
mechanical spec ific energy are almost maximum and minimum respective ly. This trend
has also been observed and confirmed in a lot of other experiments conducted later on by
other researchers . Wi th regards to the hydraulic system, his initial system has some flaws
and leakages that prevented the proper operation of the system and that made them un able
to have flow rates above 15 Liters/Minute in their system. After overcoming this problem,
they reported that the rate of pe netratio n increased w ith the flow rate for flow rates below
25 1/min and then it became independent of the flow rate above 30 1/min flow rates. His
explanation for this observati o n is that for flow rates below a certain limit (w hic h is
d ifferent for vari o us drilling operatin g conditi ons) the cleanin g efficiency may be
insufficient for the cutting process and, therefore, the hi gher the flow rate in this range,
the better the cleaning efficiency and the better the rate of pe netration. Above a certain
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flow rate, the cleaning of the borehole is the maximum possible and there is no need to
have higher fl ow rate as it will merely consume mo re energy and will not add to the
efficiency of drilling.

In general, all the investigations on bit hydraulics stress on the impact of botto m hole
cleaning on the ROP and bit performance, in which providing a better condition of
cleaning of the generated fragments can significantly increase the ROP.

2.1.2

The concept of rock abrasiveness and its measurement methods

Rocks have numero us measures of their physical properties, such as, compressive
strength, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, grain sizes and the strength of the bond
between grains. Thermal properties and a lot more are also associated with them. The
abrasiveness of the rocks is a special measure that sometimes is confused with the rock
hardness. The hardn ess of the rock is a measure of how strong the rock is when it comes
to rock breakage and failure and it does not necessaril y have anythin g to do with the
abrasiveness which is a meas ure of how the rock affects another extern al body in contact
with it. They might be correlated in some specia l cases but, in general , they are two
independent properties of the rocks.

The term abrasivity describes the potential of a rock or soil to cause wear o n a cuttin g
tool [23]. As the potential to cause wear o n a tool depends signi ficantly on the specific
c ircumstances of the observed system (e.g. involved tools, mechani sms of excavation,
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temperature, applied loads, etc.) it should nevertheless be kept in mind that rock
abrasivity can never be an intrinsic physical parameter as for example rock strength.

The abrasiveness of the rocks was long believed to be just a function of their qu artz
content and it was assumed that the main part of the abrasion comes fro m the quartz
contained in the rock mineralogical compositio n. O ver the time, by expansion of
mineralogical knowledge, inclusion of other minerals into the measure of abras iveness
was considered. Moh's scale of hardness is a common measure to assoc iate a hardness
number to a mineral. When applied to a rock a Moh's hardness number is assoc iated with
eac h mineral in the rock and a weighted average determined, based o n the weight
percentage in the rock of each mineral present.

Other similar hardness measures include Rosiwal grindin g hardness and Vicker's
indentation hardness. These types of hardness measures are insensitive to rock grain size
and shape and strength which might as well be influential. For example, accord ing to
these scales three sandstone samples with the same mineralogy but different degree of
consolidation have the exact same value but they obviously may cause highl y different
amounts of wear o n a cutting tool.

In order to de ve lop a more descriptive measure of abrasiveness which also makes mo re
sense in terms of wear rate too, Plinninger et al. [24] proposed a parameter called Rock
Abrasivity Index (RAJ) which takes into acco unt both the mineralogy and strength
properties of the rock. The RAJ represents a modification to the Equi valent Quartz
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Content (EQC) and is applicable not only to hard rock but also suitable for weak rock
types (the EQC concept is discussed in 2.2.3). It is basically an average of the rock 's
individual mineral's UCS by their hardness and content.

They claimed that this RAI

parameter can be better correlated to the drill bit life time (or in the other words, wear
rate) .

Sometimes the term hardness is used for the concept of the abras iveness w hich might
cause some confusio n. For example hardness is described as a concept re lated to the
material behavio r rather than a fundamental material property and depends on the type of
the test being conducted [25]. There are three types of hardness tests: indentation tests
and dynamic or rebound tests and scratch tests. The scratch test is o ne of those tests that
merely measure the abrasiveness of the rock regardless of its hardness. A report [25],
from the Internatio nal Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM), was an effort to standardi ze
all the rock material properties tests and gro uped rock hardness and ab rasiveness into one
single category without a clear di stincti on between them. These two concepts coincide if
the Moh's point of view is accepted [26] (saying that materi al A is harder than B means
that A can abrade B). On the other hand "penetration hardness" is more independent of
the abrasiveness concept and the main reason is that the penetration hardness is a property
of the rock that determines how the external contacting body penetrates inside the rock
before any scratch is being made. This definition of hardness, in the author's opinion, is
more clear and distinctive when it co mes to comparing hardness and abrasiveness.
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The wear o n tunnel boring machine (TBM) tools can be estimated us ing abras iveness
measures such as Vicker's Hardness Number (YHN) and others; however, M oh's hardness
agai n because of not considering some impo rtant parameters such as grain s ize, shape and
the bond stren gth between the bonds has been reviewed by Nilsen [27]. However,
evaluation o f these properties is difficult. West [28] also rev iewed and li sted abras iveness
tests done o n rocks categorizing them into petrological and mec hanical tests; where the
petrological tests a re those which measure the abras iveness using the mineral
compositions, he also made interestin g conclusions and evaluations, the mai n o ne being
that there is no single test that could be totally descriptive of the rock ab rasiveness and
each test possesses its ow n advantages and disadvantages. A unique study done by
Smorodinov [29] who estimated the value of abrasiveness based on radioactivity of a
special standard "spot of grinding" which is the radioactive trace of grinding the rock
using a speciali zed tool. The tool w ith which the rock was cut was radioactive and the
Neutro n flux was measured usi ng a measurement device. No detailed description of the
work is g iven in the paper.

In this research, eq uipment for CERCHAR tester which is o ne of the most accepted and
applied abras iveness tests was commissioned.

2. 1.3

CERCHAR test for measuring rock abrasiveness

CERCHAR scratc h test was originall y developed in 1970s by CERCHAR Institute in
France and used in the French and Briti sh coal mining industries wh ile gradua lly being
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adopted for application in tunneling industry [30, 31 ]. Different setups are available for
CERCHAR testing. In general , a CERCHAR test consists of a vice holding the sample
while a hardened steel stylus with a 90 degree co ne tip is scratched over the rock under
constant load of 70N [32] . An illustratio n of the CERCHAR test is show n in figure 2-5

[27].

Pull to llm1t
m 1 second

Handle

7kg (151b) HCAD

Un1t
screw

I
Figure 2-5. The CERCHAR test (after B. Nilson.[27])

As mentioned in the previous section, ISRM has published a series of standard tests for
rock; however, in their hardness and abrasiveness category we cannot fi nd a standard fo r
CERCHAR test [25]. Recently in 20 I 0, American Society for Testing and Materials
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(ASTM) introduced a standard for the CERCHAR test [33]. Before that, the best
description of the CERCHAR test that co uld be used as a standard refe rence was the
French standard NF P 94-430- 1 [34]. The result of a CERCHAR test measureme nt is a
parameter called CERCHAR Abrasiveness Inde x (CAI) which is a valuable predictor of
the wear induced on a rock excavating tool. However, the C Al value measured is hi ghl y
sensitive to the hardness of steel styli and the method by which the ex periment is done
[35] .

T he value of CAI is calcul ated b y measuring the wear flat di amete r (d) of the stylus tip
afte r perfo rmin g the test in mic rometers, [34].

C AI

= 0 .01

d

(2.3)

As mentioned above, the resul ts of the test are very sensiti ve to the specificati o ns of the
steel styli . According to the French standard NF P 94-430- 1 the tip of the steel stylus
applied to the rock sam ple _is formed as a sharp conical point of cone angle equ al to 90
(wi th 3 degrees of tolerance) and 1mm length. The ove rall length of the steel stylus
should be greater th an 15 mm. This geometry is generall y the same in various references;
however, thi s is not the case for the hardness of sty!i [35].

Clearly the hardness of styli affects the outcome of the test [36]. Several authors proposed
slightly different specificati ons for the steel stylus in some of them [28, 37, 38, 39, 40] in
additi on to some other specificati ons, the tens ile strength of the styl i was reco mmended to
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be 2000 MPa , which is considered to be equi valent to HRC 57. The Rockwell hardness
value for the styli in most of the references [34, 37, 39, 40, 41, and 42] is specified to be
between 54 and 56. Some references have different specifications for the styl i for
example AI-Ameen and Waller [36] w ho have a recommendation of a steel styli of type
EN3 and heat treated to approximately 19 HRC. Another example is West [28] who
recommended an HRC value of 40. Based on all these qbservati ons, it seems that a
standard steel stylus is better to have a Rockwell hardness value of 55 and a tensi le
strength of 2000 MPa. To be used as one refere nce, the ASTM standard for the
CERCHAR test, 07625-10 [33], recommends the use of styli hardened to 55HRC and
also li sts criteria for the test, based on styli with a hard ness of 40 HRC.

Gharahbagh et al. [32] rev iewed other parameters that might also influence the results of
a CERCHAR test. Among those parameters, we can fi nd the numbe r of tests done which
is recommended to be more if the rock sample is coarse grained [28] (more than I mm :
five or more tests). Even the confinin g stress around the sample (if any) can affect the
results of test [30]. Another important test operational parameter is the method of
measurement of the wear flat diameter and is not described in detail and the only
specification is to use a microscope [36]; however, recentl y Rostami et al.[43] addressed
the parameters that could affect the test results and described the test sensitivi ty with
respect to them. They also suggested that in order to minimize the experime nter's error, it
is better to take the measurement of the di ameter of the wear flat on a view/picture of pins
taken from side by a microscope.
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The dependency of CAl on vanous parameters

IS

investigated by some authors. For

instance, Sascha and Michael [44] perfo rmed a series of experiments looking into the
effect of the confining pressure on CAl value of the rocks and came up with a linear
relation between CAl and confi ning pressure as shown below.

CAl(]" = mcr +CAl

Where

2.4

CAl(]" is the value of abrasiveness index of the speci me n under. cr confining

pressure and CAl is the abras iveness value for no confining pressure (atmospheric). The
coeffic ient m depends on the rock type and is calculated to be eq ual to 0 . J for Coburg
Sandstone.

2.1 .4

Rock abrasiveness and drilling performance (wear rate)

The a11n of all the abrasiveness concept develop ments and testing methods to g ive
quantitative meas ures of a rock abrasiveness is finally to apply the concept in order to
optimize the performance of a certain system . ln our studi es, the system is a rock drilling
system. Thi s sectio n is dedicated to a survey of avail able li terature that has worked on the
subj ect of drilling performance and the influence of abras iveness of rock on the wear rate
ofadrill bit.
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Thuro [45] looked at the rel ation between the drill bit wear and the abras iveness of the
rock which he mainly took to be the same as the parameter called Equivalent Quartz
Content (EQC) of the roc k. This parameter is defi ned as given in eq uation 2.5 .

n

EQC

=I

AiRi

i=l

2.5

Where A is the percentage of the mineral amount in the rock, R is the percentage of
Rosiwal abrasiveness and n is the number of minerals in the rock. It should be noted that
R has a value of I 00 for Quartz and has lower values for minerals less abrasive than
Quartz ·and vice versa. B ased on this concept they mapped the results of 42 case studies in
8 tunnel projects w hich is show n in fig ure 2-6.
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Figure 2-6.Bit life of differ ent rock types correlated with EQ C (courtesy of T huro[39])

As it can be seen in the fi gure, there is a good correlati o n between this parameter and the
bit life for the cases studied . Also, fo r each category of the rocks the trend is diffe rent;
however, the gene ral state ment of decrease in the bi t life by an inc rease in EQC stands fo r
all the cases. They also developed so me corre lati o ns re latin g the bit life to the logarithm
of EQC. The re is also anothe r good ind icati ve of drilling perfo rmance which is called
D rill ing Rate lndex (D R [) [46].
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Mensa-Wilmot and Fear in 2001 [47] investigated the effect of formation hardness and
abrasiveness on Polycrystalline Diamond C ompact (PDC) bits perfo rmance. They looked
into the performance of these bits in harsh environment and they di vided the harsh
environments into two more categories of hard formations and abrasive formations. They
considered carbonate bearing rocks such as limestone and dolomite as hard drilling
environments and stated that these formatio ns cause more wear on the inner part of the bit
than the outer part(the inner part is being defined as the central two-thirds of the bit). Thi s
phenomenon reverses when drilling in abrasive formations which according to the autho rs
are mainly sandstone and siltstone bearing fo rm ations. Based on these observati o ns and
other fac ts they brought some development methodology guide lines for drill bits in hard
and abrasive formations. An important point in these guide lines is the fact that the
durability of the bit is important in abrasive formations; however, fo r hard formatio ns it is
not influenti al. In formations composed of hard rocks, stabi li zatio n of the bit is the factor
that needs to be enhanced in order to achi eve the best bit perform ance. In other words, the
harder the rock, the mo re focus s hould be on bit stabilization and the more abrasive the
rock, it sho uld be on bit durability (please refer to the Section 2.2.1 fo r a delineation
between abrasiveness and hardness).

Dealing with abras ive fo rmati ons, Besson et al.[48] presented their work on designing a
spec ific bit that greatly improved the performance of a drilling system in an ultra-abrasive
sandstone formatio n and reduced the number of bits needed to attack that formation . T he
features of the c hosen ro ller cone bits were optimized in a way which reduces the sliding
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or friction of the cutting structure on the formation. Some of the teeth were systematically
selected to be enhanced with diamonds. The results of this new design reduced the
number of bits required to drill this formation from ll bits in the first well to 6 bi ts in the
fifth

well which means a significant cost saving and enhancements in oilfield

development feasibilities.
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3

Coring Drilling Experiments
3.1

Background and Previous Pertinent Work

In order to study the phenomena affecting penetration mechanism of impregnated
diamond coring bit a drill setup was fabricated. Li [I] set up a drilling apparatus which
was basically composed of a driJJing head which was attached to a coring drilling bit. He
attached a vibratory table at the base of the device, where the rock sample is placed, and
made arrangements so that the device vibrates the core to be drilled while conducting the
coring ex pe rime nts.

Zhang [3], made a study of bit wear and reported o n the techniques developed and used it
to in vesti gate bit wear in particular the very small amount of wear in short laboratory
tests. He drilled two types of material with impregnated diamond coring bits using the
labo ratory drilling ri g that was developed by Li at one rotational speed and over a range
of weights on bit under conve nti onal and also vibrational rotary drilling conditi on. He
made replicas of cuttin g segme nts o n impregnated coring bits to record the status of the
bits after drilling. He measured the wear (weight loss and height loss) of each bit after a
seri es of ho les were drilled in concre te specime ns. Also, the wear of di amonds and the
matrix o n each bit used in hard rock drilling was measured o n replicas with optical
mi croscopes. He o bserved that the wear amou nt after each drilling increased with an
increase in weight on bit. According to the results, the vibration ass isted drilling produced
more c utting too l wear than the conventional rotary drilling under the same weight on bit.
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This study, in the sense of drilling response, compliments the one that was done by Li [ l]
and provides insight into the rate of wear rather than the rate of penetration of the cutting
tool. Both studies used the same type of bit (coring bit), which was also used for this
study, and also in both studies, the flow rate of the drilling fluid (water) was not
considered in the analysis.

Following the initial investigations mentioned above, Abtahi [4] made a more detailed
study on the wear of thi s drill ing set-up. He di scussed an interest ing set of wear
measureme nt techniques both for coring and full faced bits. This is the first stud y in thi s
seque nce of studies in which full-faced bits are actuall y discussed. He described si mple
techniques suc h as weight m easure ment, he ight measure ment and also mo re rigorous
methods such as microscopy as well as more advanced techniques suc h as replica and
inde ntati on tests. Regarding the replication methods for the measure me nt of coring bit
wear, he me ntio ned that, according to hi s experience, the mi c roscope photos taken from
the coring bit itself is mo re descripti ve of the wear state than those of replicas. In the
experiments that he conducted , he confirmed that the bit profile cha nges as the bit wears and
that profile shape affects ROP significa ntl y. In all hi s experiments, three mai n profile shapes
appeared after so me drilling in the seque nce of: V-grooved, flat end , and rounded edge. T he
hi ghest ROP results were obtained with V-grooved , decreasing in the order: unused, flat end,
and ro unded edge. Nevertheless, he fo und that vibrati on has more effect on bit wear than
profile shape. The change in ROP/wear rate with respect to profile is a factor that was not
considered in the research work brought in thi s thesis; since, the aim of thi s researc h is
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different and there was no practical way available to conduct the experiments keeping the bit
profile pe rfectly constant. However, arguabl y, the change in the input factors of the current
study (WOB and flow rate) has an order of magnitude higher effect th an the small profile
changes resulting from one ex perime nt to the other. Abtahi acknowledged the issue of the
drilling fluid source and the deficiencies it caused and suggested a modific ation to the set-up.

Babatunde [4] had an emphasis on the rate of penetration as a function of frequency and
amplitude and WOB for full-faced bit (impregnated di amond and PDC) and hi s
expe rime nts were also carried out according ly. For his partic ular drilling conditi ons he
found that the re is an optimum vibration frequency (55 Hz) in which the ROP maximizes.
H e also made wear study on the bit he used usi ng mic roscopy methods a nd fo und that
there was negli gible wear of the bit used in his experiments, w hich therefor had li ttle
effect on the drilling performance in the consecutive tests that were run. According to his
study, the effect of the so-called 'bit hydrau lics' is negli gible compared to the vibratio n
effect. This claim was made on the basis of the differences in specific e ne rgy calcu lat ions
for the conve nti onal and vibration ass isted drilling cases an d also hydrauli c contributions
to the specific e nergy.

He put more e mphas is on the vibratio n characteristics of the

system when he switched to PDC drilling experime nts, mainly due to the observation that
the vibration a mplitude could not be kept at a determined value by c han ging the WOB
and it tends to decrease as the WOB increased . In a si milar bit hydrauli cs analysis he
made the same claim that the hydra ulics contributi on to the drilling e ne rgy is much less
compa red to the vibrations for PDC bit as we ll. T hese res ults , again, makes it demanding
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to take a closer look at the hydraulics of the drill ing syste m and observe the effect of
hydraulic in acti o n, i.e . by systematicall y changing the fl ow rate and observing the
performance. Thi s will give a mo re tangible conclusion than those made in B abatunde's
[4] study in whic h the fl ow rate was, supposedl y, kept constant.

3.2

Justification of the Work

This work adds to the previo usly do ne investigatio ns in the Ad vanced Drilling Group by
Zhang [2], Abtahi [3] and B abatunde [4]. In all of these the flow rates essentially cou ld
not be contro lled throug hout the process . As reported by Abtahi [3], the flow rate
dec reases as the drilling head penetrates more into the rock sample. T he reaso n fo r this is
that, as the drilling head penetrates more into the sample , there is mo re pressure needed to
be overco me and the tap water pressure is not sufficient and the refore the flow rate
decreases. In thi s work, it was tri ed to account fo r this and therefore a constant flow rate
was maintained durin g the experiments. M ain taining a constant fl ow rate is the common
drilling p ractice.

ln o rder to have flow rates as hi gh as 5 gallo n per minute establ ished throughout a
complete experiment with a core drill we can comp ute the mmJ mum pump power
req uire ments fo r the pump to be used. W e can use the frictiona l pressure loss
relati o nships that were discussed in the literature rev iew of this thesis in the related
section [8].
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In order to provide the drill setup with an accurate hydraulic system, a pump, a fluid
reservoir, control valve and fl ow meter are added to the previous drill setup. A ball valve
and a fl ow me ter are located in between the pump and the swi ve l of the drill head. B y
adjusting the opening of the ball valve the am ount of fl ow rate can be adjusted at desired
value. Additionally, a pressure transducer measures the injectio n pressure of the fl ow
behind the swi vel. The fl ow rate control will give more insight into the pe rformance of
drilling; especiall y, whe n the effi ciency of the bottom hole cleaning is the po int of view.
Also the combined effect of the fl ow rate, other vibration-assisted rotary drilling
paramete rs and other conventi onal common drilling parameters, e.g., weight on bit, will
add o ne more piece to the currently semi-complete puzzle of vibrati on assisted rotary
drilling. The output parameters to stud y in conjunctio n with adding the flow rate control
capability were the rate of pe netrati o n and wear rate.

Secti o n 3.4 describes the conceptual drilling system and a simple descriptive model and
the associated pump power calc ul ati ons.

3.3

Preparing Concrete sample

O ne type of concrete sample was used, as analog for rock, in all of the ex periments. T hat
is made fro m aggregate and type I 0 Portl and cement. According to CS A A300 1-03 the
previo us designati o n Po rtl and ceme nt type I 0 , is now GU (General use) Portland cement.
[T he ASTM designations are type I (ASTM C 150) correspondin g and type GU (ASTM C
11 57)] . T he aggregate was sieved to include o nl y sizes less th an I mm . T he sample were
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cured in I 00% relative humidity fo r a month to achieve the hi ghest possi ble strength
value. To ensure I 00% relative humidity, all of the samples were submerged in water,
after initially setting for 24 ho urs, according to the ASTM standard ASTM C873 . UCS
values at the standard time test of 7 and 28 days were 38.7 MPa and 45.08 MPa
respecti vely. T able 3-1 shows concrete ingredients ratio and UCS values. UCS is an
acronym for 'U nconfined Compressive Strength' w hich is a widely used parameter to
dete rmine the hardness of the rock; this paramete r is a measure of the maximum
co mpressive stress that a rock sample can withstand before fai lure in unconfined
conditi ons.
Table 3-1. Concrete ingredients ratio

Aggregate

Cement

W ate r

Mass

Mass

mass

78 kg

40kg

24liter

ucs
Cement/Agg

3.4

3.4. 1

0.5

7

ucs

28

W ater/Cement

0.6

days

days

38.7

45 .08

Drilling Test Facilities
Experimental setup

The experimental drill setup in a laboratory SIZe was used for the experiments.
Experimental drilling facility of the V ARD project is built up fro m a Milwaukee 4079
e lectrical powered co ring drill rig which is ab le to deliver maximum power of 4 kW to the
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bit. The ri g has two rotary speeds: 300 and 600 RPM of which the RPM of 300 is selected
for perfo rmin g entire tests. The drill and motor assembl y can move vertically o n a
carriage along a guide rail. Figure 3-1 shows the drill setup schematicall y.

The source of WOB is a suspended weight o n a wheel which is connected to rack and
pinion with a gear ratio of 10. In this way the bit is provided by the load of the drill head
assembl y (25 kgf) plus a force which is 10 times greater than the weight of the suspended
mass .

For the work in this thesis the following was added:

A tank reservoir with capacity of 40 liter, a submersib le centri fugal pump (EIOOELT,
Flotec), a globe valve and an in line fl ow meter (FL46300, Omega) and a digital pressure
transducer. The globe valve can be used to adjust the rate of water injection at levels
selected for the tests. The flow meter shows the flow and the pressure transducer
measures the injection pressure behind the swivel of the drill setup.

A magnetic force vib rator is attached to a plate below the rock spec1men. The rock
speci men is a lso fixed on the surface of this plate. Compliant elements are located
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between this plate and the fra me of the drill setup through which the plate can be
oscillated when the vibrator is active in the V ARD tests. T hose compli ant elements also
keep the plate in its place and cause the plate to vibrate in specific displacement
a mplitudes.
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Figure 3-1. Schematic view of the drill setup

A Linear vari ab le differential transformer (L VDT) is attached to the rock to measure the
v ibrat io n displacement of the rock , w hen the vibration table c reates a relative
disp lacement between the bit and rock while drill ing operation . A linear potentiometer
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transducer (LPT) is also attac hed to the drill head to measure the position of the drill head
vs. time. Thi s data can be used to evaluate ROP of the bit.

All the output data of the electroni c instruments are recorded o n a data acqu isitio n
co mputer s ystem with frequenc y of I 28 Hz for an accurate data analysis. Fi gure 3-2
shows the fabri c ated drill set up.

The characteri stics of the vibrato r can be adjusted by two controlling syste ms. The first
system is a vari able frequency drive (VFD) w hi ch adj usts the dominant frequency of the
vibrato r, and secondl y is a potenti o meter w hi ch adjusts the input power of the vibrator.
These two parame ters of vibrati on were adjusted to achieve the best characteri stics of
di splaceme nt of amplitudes. The characteri stics of the vibrati o n are presented in c hapter

4.

60

Water Hose

Figure 3-2. Drill setup
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3.4.2

Bit specifi cations

The two bits used in thi s experiment were 2 inch coring formul a 400 bits fro m D iamond
S ystems Inc. with approximate length of 4 1 em and approximate weight of 1.3 kg . One
bit was dedicated to tests witho ut vibratio n and one fo r the tests w ith vibrati on. T he
c utting end (left in Figure 3-3) cons ists of five segments with di amo nds impregnated in a
metal matri x. The segme nts are separated by water ways through w hich most of the
drilling flu id, i.e. water, flows . T he o uter di ameter of the bit is 2.1 ", inner diameter is 1.5"
and di stance between wate r ways is 0.2".

Each bit was drilled fo r 30 em w ith 120 WOB and flow rate of 4 gpm to ensure that both
b its started in the same cond itio n.

Figure 3-3. Drill bit used for the experiments (core ba rrel)
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4

Design of the Experiments and Test Results
4. l

Design of Experiments

The purpose of the set of drilling experiments carried out was to explore the effect of
water flow rate, vibration and WOB on drilling response of selected impregnated coring
bit.

From the viewpoint of design of experiments, thi s ex perimental design is called general
fu ll factorial design with two numeri <;:al factors (weight on bit and flow rate) and one
categorical factor (drilling mode, vibration assisted/conventional) [49] . This kind of a
design will give one correlati ng eq uation for each element in the categorical factor (in this
case two equations). Figure 4-1 shows the experimental matrix ; the big advantage of
factorial designed experiments is that they can prov ide invaluable information regarding
the interaction of the factors .
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Figure 4-1. Full gene ral factorial set of experiments

It can be seen that the WOB is varied ove r four levels of 60, 80 , 100, 120 kgf, and the
water fl ow rate is varied over three levels of 1, 3, S gpm. T herefore 12 run s is conducted
for each level of the categori cal factor whi c h are called conventio nal drilling test and
vibrati o nal drilling test.

In this design set; the data can reveal information o n whether the two factors of weight o n
b it and fl ow rate have an influence o n each other. For exam ple, w hether or not highe r
flow rates start to di m inish the boosting effect of the WOB .

In sectio n 4.3 , a statisti cal analysis is conducted using Design Expert [49] to gene rate
equati ons predictin g the ROP based on the ex perimental data.
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4.2

Results of drilling Test

T able 4-1 shows the result of the drilling experiment at specific levels of the selected
fac tors with respect to the designed test matrix. The R ate of Penetratio n (ROP) for
conventi onal drilling and vibrato ry d rilling tests are reported in table 4-1. Additional
info rm ati on such as length of d rilled section and the water pressure are also represented .

The test was conducted in three stages in which four levels of WOB examined at the three
levels of the flow rate. The f irst runs are related to the fl ow rate of 1 gpm and the last run s
are fo r hi gh level of flow rate whi ch is 5 gpm. The afore menti oned seq uence of the test
perfo rmed similarl y fo r both conventio nal and vibratory drilling.
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Table 4-1. Experiment results

FLOW

WOB

VIB.

(GPM )

(Kgf)

(mm/sec)

1

ROP

CONY. ROP

Water

(mm/sec)

pressure (psi)

Drilling

Drilling

Depth(VIB)

Depth(CONY)

{rum)

(rum)

60

1.19

0.69

0.15

58

53

80

1.28

0.78

0.15

59

52

100

1.42

0.84

0.15

60

55

120

1.46

0.78

0.15

56

55

3

60

1.52

0.95

1.4

51

53

3

80

1.93

1.18

1.4

53

51

3

100

2.47

1.32

1.4

49

56

3

120

2.55

1.31

1.4

49

48

5

60

2.24

1.64

3.5

53

56

5

80

2.7

1.44

3.5

71

54

5

100

2.67

1.59

3.5

58

57

5

120

2.94

1.87

3.5

54

56

1
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The pressure transducer was located I m above the rock. The repo rted pressure in Table
4-1 was measured at a point before the water reaches to the swi vel of the drill head. The
maximum pressure was observed for the m aximum flow rate of 5 gpm. In an individual
pressure test at a fl ow rate of 5 gpm, the dri II bit was raised from the surface of the rock
and the pressure readin g at the gage did not show any signifi cant c hanges . The refore, it is
concluded that the main part of pressure drop in the drill setup occurred at the swivel of
the drill head . TheJ·e fo re, a backward force which Li [1] considered, applied to the sw ivel
in o pposite d irecti on of applied load is neglig ible. However, du e to the I m vertical
di stance between the locati o n of the pressure transducer and zone of drilling (at the bit
tip) the hyd rostat ic compo ne nt of the fluid pressure at the bit can be in the o rder of 1.5
psi. Considering the small value of pressure drop o n the coring bit with the di ameter of 2
inches, the maximum backward fo rce can be o nl y 2kgf, whi ch only exi sted for the
maximum level of the fl ow rate of 5gpm. This low value of backward fo rce in
compari son to the amount of applied WOB is negli gible.

4 .3

4 .3 . 1

Analysis of Drilling Test

Effects of Flow Rate and WOB

Res ults of the experiment are depicted in figure 4 -2 and figure 4-3 whi ch are ROP vs.
WOB and ROP vs. flow rate respective ly.
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Figure 4-2. Rate of penetration ver sus WOB for different flo w rates and drilling modes
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There is a consistent pattern in the research exept for three of the tests of w hich are the
test with WOB of 60 kgf, flow rate of 5 gpm in the convntional drilling and the test with
WOB of I00 kgf, flow rates of 3 and 5 gpm in the vibratory drilling.

ln the conventional drilling at flow rate of I and 3 gpm the ROP was increased by
increas ing the WOB from 60 to I 00 kgf, but increase the WOB to 120 kgf ye ild decrease
in ROP which indicates the founder poi nt. ln additi on, at fl ow rate of 5 gpm no bit
flounderin g was o bserved. The ex istence of founder point implies that the effic ient
cleaning of the generated rock fragments pl ays an important role for applying a higher
power of mechanical attack to the rock by increase in WOB . This objective can be
achi eved by applying appropriate bit hydaulic power.

ln the vibrational drillin g tests, due to contribution between the flow rate and vib rati on no
bit fo under will be observed. Also, vi bration causes enh ancement in ROP.

The result of the experiment was analyzed [50] to ach ieve following empi ri cal
corre lations, which equation (4- 1) shows the the correlati on of ROP vs. WOB and flow
rate in the vibrati o nal drilling and the eq uati on (4-2) shows the correlation of ROP vs.
WOB and flow rate in the conventi onal drilling.
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ROP(vib)

= - 0.644 + 0.395 X Flowrate + 0.027 x WOB + 1.361
x 10 - 3 Flowrate x WOB- 0.032 x Flowrate 2 - 1.135
4- 1

ROP(Conv ) = 0.564 + 0.148 x Flowrate- 2.571 x 10- 3 x WOB

+ 4.001 x 10- 4 x
x

10- 3 Flowrate 2

Flowrate x WOB

+ 2.873 x

+ 5.878

4-2

10- 5 WOB 2

In Fi gure 4-4 plots of equati o n 4-1 and 4-2 are shown with exte nsion to 7 gpm. T he
o ri g inal experimental po ints are a lso shown .
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Figure 4-4. RO P versus W OB at each flow rate in conventiona l a nd vibr a to ry drilling using the
genera ted equa tions based on experimental results

Figure 4-4 shows that vibratory fo rces increase the ROP at each WOB and fl ow rate .
S ubtracting equ ati on 4- 1 fro m equatio n 4-2 we get the follo wing re lati o nship . Vibrati o n
increase ROP at all WOB and fl ow rates . A lso, w he n drill ing with vibrati on, increasing
the WOB ·has a b igger effect on ROP than is the case in conventional drilling.
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ROPvib- ROPconv
= -1.208

+ 0.247 x

Flowrate

+ 0.029571 x

WOB

+ 9.61 x 10- 4 Flowrate x WOB
- 3.78810- 2 Flowrate 2

-

1.422 x 10- 4 WOB 2

4-3

Equation 4 -3 indicates that the improveme nt of the ROP depended o n WOB and fl ow
rate . To recap, both WOB and vibratory forces increase the ROP.

Figure 4-4 shows th at w ithin the range of parameters used in ex periments. Flow rate has
an almost ide ntical effect on ROP at all fl ow rates. With vibrati on fl ow rate also increase
ROP but with decreasing effect as ROP goes up. However with vibrati o n, WOB has more
effect on ROP at a given fl ow rate. Relati ve to the effect of WOB.

Figure 4-5 ind icates the drilling process in mo re detail.
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Figure 4-5. P robable events d uring drilling with segmented embedded dia mond cori ng bit

In conventi onal drilling, the gap between bit segme nts and rock face at bottom of ho le is
less than 0 . 1mm ; therefore most of the water fl ows thro ugh wate rways. The "tails" seen
o n the bit matri x surface behind each protrudin g d iamond, show that the fl ow of water
and debris is c ircum fe re nti al, not radi al, in the space between segment and rock. F lushing
acti on of the wate r occurs primaril y in the water ways as they move along the rock
surface. Only a small part of the WOB is carri ed by the di amonds which are cutting the
roc k. The maj or part of the WOB is trans mitted through m atrix-rock contact, as at the
" tails" and thro ugh rock debris between the matrix and the rock. T herefore RO P is
somew hat, but not very sens iti ve to inc reases in WOB. lnc reasing the W OB will increase
d iamo nd penetrati on so mewhat, but w ill also increase crushing o f the rock debri s and
th ird-body abras ion of the rock by its own debri s.
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By increasing the flow rate of water, flu shing action in the water ways is improved , i.e
flu shing of debris that exits from the trailing edge of each segment before it is trapped
under next segment under its leading edge, is increased. Therefore increasing flow rate
(within the range used in this work) has a rel ati vely big effect o n ROP, by more
effectively re movi ng rock debris that " interferes" with di amond-rock contact and
penetration .

However in the case of vibratory drilling, the vibration generated provides loss of contact
between the bit and the rock surface and he nce widening the gap between them. This
a llows some radial flu sh ing of rock debris from that space. Therefore a smaller portion of
WOB acts through the rock debris and the WOB has stronge r effect on the ROP.
Jncreasin g the fl ow rate does increase overall flushing and therefore has an effect on
ROP. Also, with vibrati on and more radial fl ow between cutting surfaces and rock, there
is less like lihood of tail development on the m atrix bebind diamonds. This can be
observed for instance in Figure 9-18 , in which the tails are evident from the conventi onal
drilling while they can hardly be fo und at the vibratory drilling.

To validate the vibratory analysis in these experiments, a spectral analysis is performed
o n the dynamic position of the rock when it is vibrated during drillin g operation. The
dynamic vertical di splacement of the rock has been recorded by the LVDT with sampling
frequ ency of 128Hz on data acq uisition system. These analyses are conducted for all four
levels of WOB when the rock was being drill ed with flow rate of 3 gpm. F igure 4-6, 4-7,
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4-8 and 4-9 sho w the spectrum of di splacement of the rock unde r WOB of 60, 80, I 00
and 120 kgf respecti ve ly, in w hi ch the peaks of the di spl acement amplitude can be seen
vs. frequency of the vibrati o n. It should be noted that the stati onary part of each signal
was picked up and pl otted in Fi gure 4-10, 4 - 11 , 4 -1 2 and 4-1 3. T he amplitude vs. WOB at
58 Hz is shown in Figure 4- 14 w hich is veri fy ing a decreas ing amplitude vs. WOB after
certain value of WOB (lOO kgf) the significant change is in transi ti on between WOB of
I 00 kgf to WOB of 120 kgf.
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Figure 4-6. Spectrum of rock displacement at WOB of 60 kgf, the frequency unit is Hz.
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Figure 4-7. Spectrum of rock displacement a t WOB of 80 kgf, the frequency unit is Hertz.
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Figure 4-8. Spectrum of rock displacement at WOB of 100 kgf, the frequency unit is Hz.
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Figure 4-9. Spectrum of rock displacement at WOB of 120 kgf, the frequency unit is Hz.
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Figure 4- 11. Sta tiona ry pa rt of the signa l at WOB of 80 Kgf
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Figure 4-13. Stationary part of the signa l at WOB of 120 Kgf
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Figure 4-14. The a mplitude vs. WOB at 58 Hz

The power to the vibratio n was suppli ed throug h a vari able freq uency dri ve (VFD ) as in
previo us works; the freque ncy was set at 58 H z. As shown in Figure 4-6 through 4-9, the
applied vibratory force at 58 Hz is apparent in FFD analys is. There is a vibration at 8 Hz,
.then posttest experiments was conducted on the drill set up suggested the 8 Hz vibration
is a resonance frequency of some part of d rill ing system. But the ampli tude of 8 Hz
vibration enh ances by the location of LVDT and was not applied di rectl y at the bit.

ln the case of conventi onal drilling at hi gh WOB and low fl ow rate an accumul atio n of
c utting material around the bit was observed. T his condi ti on was also called fo under
point. T his phe nomenon appears to have occurred d ue to li mitation in bottom hole
c leaning. S ince this phe no menon was observed in hi gher weights of bit and lower fl ow
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rates, one can reason that the poo r cleaning efficiency and high axial loads compact the
cuttings and cause them to stick to the bit. Accumulation of the sticky material on the
shank of the bit is shown in figure 4- I 5 .

...

a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 4-15. Bit state after drilling. (a): WOB:IOO kgf- GPM:l (CONY), (b): WOB:IOO kgf- GPM:l
(YIB), (c): WOB: 100 kgf- GPM:l (CONY), (d): WOB: 100 kgf- GPM:1 (Y IB ), (e): WOB: 120 kgfGPM:2 (CONY ) (f): WOB:l20 kgf- GPM:2 (V IB).

Looking at Figure 4-15, case (a) shows the most severe state of this phenomenon. This
case represents highest weight on the bit and lowest flow rate and conventional drilling.
The next severe case pertains to the same operating condi tions with lower we ight on the
bit. The next two, were the same seq ue nce of we ights on bit and the next higher flow rate,
no notable instance of thi s phenomenon was observed in the vibration assisted drilling.
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The conclusion is that conventional drilling low flow rates make this phenomenon very
likely, especially, in high weights on bits.

Another concl usion is that, applying vibration (V ibration Assisted Drilling) prevents this
phenomenon from happening to a very high degree. The reason is that the vibrati on
provides excessive space and energy that helps the hydraulic syste m to clean up the
cuttings in front of the c uttin g face of the bit. In other words, the vibratio n assists in
bottom hole cleaning and lower flow rates are required for vibration assisted dri lling to
have the same perfo rmance as the conventional drilling.

Let us do a more in depth study of how this phenomenon affects the rate of penetration .

Loo king at Figure 4-2, we can see that for the fl ow rates of 1 and 3 gpm the ROP-WOB
c urve with no imposed vibratio n ex hibits a max imum at a WOB val ue close to I 00 kgf.
Inte restin gly, at the same two fl ow rates, the phenomenon occurs and even more
inte restingly, the phenomenon is observed at the weights on bit which are close to the
maximum o r after the max imum point.

4.4

4.4. 1

Wear Rate Data Acquisition and Analysis

Acquisition of Data

For the wear study different methods were used to examme the rate of wear. Some
tec hniques were used for better understanding and measurin g of bit wear as fo llow:
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•

Surface c leaning

•

We ight measurements with digital balance (Figure 4- 17)

•

Taking photos of bits

•

Replicati on (Fi gure 4 -18)

•

Taking photos of replicas (Figure 4- 16)

A Wild Makroskop M420 microscope (Figure 4-16) was used to stud y both matrix and
di amond wear. For recording the data, takin g photos afte r each ex periment was performed
and also replicati on was done to make a permane nt record of bit teeth informati on.

Figure 4-16. Optical Microscope
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Figure 4-17. Weight measurement with digital ba la nce

Figure 4-1 8. Replicas
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4.4.2

A Summary of the Analysis of the Wear Data

An extensive study o n photos taken using the microscope and also we ight measurement is
presented in the Appe ndix . Detailed analys is is also given there. Please refer to the
appendix fo r mo re informati o n.

As see n in Figure 4-1 8 the cutting end of a bi t has fi ve segments, separated by water
ways. In general one segme nt was chosen and examined and photographed

with the

optical mi croscope , lookin g and of the bit .face, the end of the segment seen in the water
ways and the outer gage surfaces referred to as side views. The locations examined on the
b it face, were the leading and trai ling edges . The side view and the water way views of
these locati ons were co mpared. Bit profile befo re and after tests were com pared. Not
much wear was observed apart from some rounding at the edges. T he prevailing tre nd in
all these analyses is more rounding of the outer edges in the case of vib ration assisted
drillin g. Fo r the side views, in both cases, G auge wear, i.e. wear of the cylindrical side
surfaces of the segments is unl ikely, especiall y for short length runs suc h as those
conducted in these series of expe riments. F urthermo re, the vibratio n, as long as it is in
ax ial mode, does not seem to contri bute to any wear caused alo ng the sides of the coring
bit, whi ch is confirmed by the experimental res ults. Those types of wear are the results of
lateral fo rces and possible causes are lateral vib ratio ns and/or bit w hirl motio n, whi ch was
not the case he re.
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In another detailed study on the diamo nds, described in the Section 9.3 of the appendix
four types of wear o n diamonds are identified: 'U nworn ', meaning no wear at all; 'wear
flat', meaning a flat surface formed on the diamond ; 'Microfracture', meaning that a small
fracture is formed inside the diamond and finally 'pullout' meaning that the diamond is
detached from the matrix .

Before doing the analysis, it was obvious that for this case the wear of the type 'wear flat '
is very unlike ly to happen because the hardness of the diamonds is much higher than the
hardness of the matrix . The rati o of pull-o ut to fracture wear in conventi o na l drilling is
2.9 and in vibration ass isted drilling is 7. 1. Thi s means that the "vibrati on" contributes to
the pull-out of the c utte rs while the "drag" , w hich is the main mechani sm of conventional
drilling, contributes to fracturing and thereby the weakening of the diamonds. Another
justificatio n is that the drag mechani sm in conventio nal drilling produces hi gher
te mpe rature that can cause damage to the structure of the diamonds, thi s higher
temperature comes from the continuo us contact and fri ction caused by the drag
mec ha nism. On the other hand, the v ibration mechanism is associated w ith very high
compressive a nd shear forces that are capable of breaking the bonds between the diamond
a nd matrix and can pull the diamonds o ut.

The same study shows that 27% of the diamonds in the vibration assisted drilling
re mained un worn and that number for conventional drilling was 49% . This means that the
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wear rate of the co nventio nal drilling is lowe r than the vibratio n ass isted and this is in no
contrast with the previo us pa ragraph whe re we looked into the mechanism of wear.

Results of the weight loss studies also confirm thi s fact; the wei ght loss pe r unit depth
drilled Fi gure 4- 19 is significantl y higher for vibratio n ass isted drilling than conventional
drilling.
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Figure 4-19. Weight change per unit depth drilling versus flow rate for differ ent drilling modes
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Ano ther impo rtant trend is the sens iti vity of the wear' rate to the fl ow rate fo r vibrati o n
assisted drilling. There seems to be an optimum fl ow rate at which the wear rate attains a
minimum value in vibrati on ass isted drilling, in this case by taking the deri vative of the
trend line, th at value is computed to be 2.8 1 gpm, for all practical purposes we can
assume it to be 3 gpm.

In summary, the mechani sm of wear is di ffere nt fo r vibrati on and drag and drag seem s to
be mo re efficient w hen it co mes to wear. V ibratio n ass isted drilling is a com bination of
vibratio n and drag and depend ing o n the re lative dominance of each parameter, diffe rent
rates of wear w ill be observed.
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5

CERCHAR Test Summary and Results
This chapter is a report on the work that was done to make the CERCHAR testing set-up
ready and running. This chapter is divided in two parts, in the first part the work made to
make a steel styli compatible to what is needed accordin g to CERCHAR standard (please
refer to Secti o n 2.1) using heat treatment as the modification means, and hardness testing
as a tool to evaluate the hardness of the product. The second part is about two series of
CERCHAR tests made to make an assessment of the sensiti vity of the CERCHAR test
results with respect to the hardness of the styli . It shows that sensiti vity is not a concern in
the small range of hardness of a batch of steel sty! i heat treated together, following the
determined standard heat treatment to be appropriate.

5. J

Heat Treatment and Preparation of Styli Required for a Standard
CERCHAR Test

The styli suppli ed to us had a hardness of over 62 HRC (Rockwell hardness, "C" scale)
very much harder than the 55HRC hardness specified in the standard [28, 3 1, 33-36].
With many kinds of steels the hardness is commonly adj usted by heat treatment. The heat
treatment depends on the type of the steel; it is usuall y a hardening treatment producing
the hi ghest hardness possible. This process is followed by a te mperin g treatment to reduce
the excess hardness and increase toughness. This same procedure was performed for the
steel used in the styli of this work' s tests.
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The work described here had the following objectives:

I. Determine best tempering treatment of the styli supplied

2. To be sure tip hardness is the same as the rest of stylus

3. Determine a routine way to measure hardness, as check on styli before they are used

It is evident that the hardness at the tip of a stylus is, in fact, the key parameter to be sure
of. The hardness of the tip could be differe nt from that of the rest of a stylus for several
reasons, including differing · rates of heatin g and cooling and loss of carbon (decarburization) by reacti on with oxygen durin g heat treatment. ln the CECHAR test less
than 0.5 mm axial length of stylus tip is abraded away (that would be the length change in
a test resulting in a CAl of I 0). This issue is not addressed in the standard, but it could be
an issue after heat treatments that have not been conducted in a careful way.

The Rockwell Hardness test is a hard ness measurement based o n the net increase in depth
of impression as a load is applied. Rockwe ll hard ness numbers have no units. The hi gher
the number in eac h of the several possible scales means the harder the materi al.

In testing harde r materials, hard cast iron and many steel all oys, a 120 degrees diamond
cone is used with up to a 150 kil ogram load and the hardness is read on the "C" scale. The
Rockwell test uses two loads, one applied directl y afte r the other. The first load, known as
the "minor" , load of I 0 kilograms is applied to the specimen to help seat the indenter and
re move the effects, in the test, of any surface irregul arities. In essence, the minor load
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c reates a uniforml y shaped surface for the maj or load to be applied. The diffe rence in the
depth of the indentatio n between the minor and major loads provides the Rockwell
hardness numbe r. Fi g (5- 1) shows the apparatus that we use for our Rockwell tests.

Figure 5-1. Rockwell hardness test apparatus
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A Rockwell hardness test is not possible on or nea r the tip of a stylus. Therefore it was
decided to do micro hardness tests on tip, as we have a microhardnes tester with which
both Vickers and Knoop microhardness tests can be perfo rmed. Both these tests are
performed with a diamond indente r with a squ are based four-sided pyramid shape.

The Knoop hardness test is a microhardness test - a test for mecha nical hardness often
used for very brittle materials or thin sheets, where only a small inde ntation may be m ade
for testin g purposes. This test has been used on curved surfaces with very small radii of
c urvature in o ne direction, but linear in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the
c urvature as at the tip of CECHAR test styli. A pyramidal diamond point is pressed into
the polished surface of the test material with a known force, for a specified dwe ll time,
and the resulting indenta ti o n is measured using a mi croscope. The geometry of this
inde nter is an extended pyramid with the length to w idth ratio be ing 7: I and respective
face a ngles are 172 degrees fo r the long edge and 130 degrees for the short edge. Fig (52) shows the inde ntati o n that Knoop test m ac hine perform on our sampl e and Fig (5-3)
show the Knoop test apparatus that we used in thi s ex pe rime nt. In o ur app lication of the
test the inde nte r is aligned so that the longer dimension of the inde ntatio n is in the linear
direction of the surface tested.
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Figure 5-2. Indentation by the Knoop testing machine on the sample (ASTM E384)

Figure 5-3. Knoop test apparatus used for the tests
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The reason for using the Knoop test is that this test makes testin g o n the very tip of the
stylus possible. The very tip of the stylus is the most important part when it comes to
characterizing the hardness o f the metal since this is the part directly in contact with rock
specimen during a scratch test.

In some of our tests o n the hardness of styli , the effect of the vario us heat treatments tried
o ut. Then the correlatio ns between different hardness tests we tested directly on the
cylindrical side of stylus and o n cross-sections prepared perpendicular to the stylus ax is
were developed. It should be noted that the hardness of the cross sections perpendicular to
stylus ax is can be tested with both the Rockwell tester and the micro-hardness tester if a
short portion of the stylus is mounted in pl asti c and the s urface is prepared as described
here. On the other hand, the hardness of the cylindrical side can onl y be tested using the
Rockwell tester.

In our initial mi crohardness tests styli , a portion, about lO mm long was c ut from a stylus
which was mounted in plastic, with the stylus axis perpendicular to the two more or less
flat surfaces of the mount so that cross sections of the stylus could be tested. One of these
cross sectio ns could be close to the stylus tip, the other a complete cross-section of the
stylus.

These surfaces were prepared for metallography by abrad ing them in a slurry i"n turn with
increasing finer abrasive paper, followed by abrasion with diamond paste. Abrasion of a
metal surface results in mechanical deformation of a layer at the surface w hich can work-
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harden the surface. The coarser the abrasive used, the thicker this defo rmed layer. Each
step in the surface preparation described removes the deformed layer from the previous
step replacing it with a thinner deformed layer. After the final step using 1 micro n
diamond paste the thickness of the remaining deformed surface layer should be not much
thicker than l micron and should not affect a hardness measurement.

As the stylus hardness is specified in Rockwell C units in the CECHAR test standard, it is
appropriate to convert hardness values determined in other scales to Rockwell hardness.
The ASTM has publi shed conve rsio n tables w hich are appropriate for many vari eties of
steel. Most hardness tests in volve plastic deformation (i.e. permanent deformation ) in
indentation of the tested materials, but the pattern of stress and strain distribution around
the indentati o n depends o n the shape of the indentation and the stress-strain relationships,
including work-hardening, of the m ateri al. Therefore the correlation between two
different hardness scales c;loes depend o n the materi al and the loads used in the tests.

We ha:ve used the conversion table published by Wilson, the makers of ·our Rockwell
hardness tester for convers io ns from Vickers and Knoop to Rockwell C , w ith some work,
as described below, to test this con version.

W e mounted the stylus after we cut it to do the mi cro Vic kers hardness (HV) tests on the
polished full cross-section. The test was performed with 500 g test force. (A force of 150
kg is used in Rockwell C tests) The mean of the I 0 tests was 851 HV that is eq ui valent to

65.5 HRC. This confirmed that the stylus hardness was too high for the CERCH AR test,
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as the desired hardness value for the CERCHAR test is 55 HRC. Also we did 500 g test
force Knoop test o n cross-section at the mounted tip, prepared close to the po int of the
stylus. The average of 6 Knoop hardness (HK) readings was 775 HK that is equi valent to
62 HRC, which is still too high .

If we are to use the Knoop test routinely to test styli before or after using the m in the
CECHAR test it would be better to test directl y on the side of tip without cutt ing the
stylus or mounting in pl astic, therefore; we developed a fixture to do that. Figure 5-4
shows the fixture. The fixture has the shape of a short cylinder, simil ar in size to a typical
metallurg ical speci men mounted in plastic. A styl us is held in the fixtu re at 45 degrees to
the fixture ax is, w ith the pointed tip of the stylus emerging at one end surface of the
fixture , where Knoop hardness indentatio ns can be placed on the curved surface close to
the po int of the tip, w ith the lo ng diagonal of the indentati on aligned wi th the stylus ax is.
In this orientation, the Knoop indentation is less affected by the cu rvature of the pin tip
su rface, than a Vickers indentio n would be.
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Figure 5-4. Fixture developed to conduct the hardness tests on the tip of the styli

The de tail s of the test results· using the Knoop hardness and also the effects of different
heat treating me thods o n the correspo ndin g hardness values are brought
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the second

Appendi x. (Appendix 10)

5. 1. 1

Conclusions of the Work

T he main res ults of the work described in this Secti on (and also the second Appendix
data), is summari zed he re. First, it is shown that heat treatment of the steel styli according
to ASM guidelines gives reasonable results, m ore specificall y, tempering at 225 to 232 C
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for 45 minutes is appropriate. Second, the micro hardness test can actually be applied to
the very tip of the styli (which is the location of particular interest in this research)
provided that the stylus surface is polished carefully.

Finally, it is important to see how sensitive the values of CERCHAR are with respect to
the hardness values obtained (i.e. tip hardness in the range of ±2 HRC unit's deviatio n
fro m the standard 55 HRC) . Thi s leads us to the second section of this chapter which are
the two important series of tests that are conducted to investigate this issue.

5.2

CERCHAR Tests Sensitivity to Stylus Hardness

Accompanying the efforts made to record and adjusts the hardness of the steel styli to be
used in the CERCHAR test experiments, a seri es of CERCHAR tests on a specific rock
sample were done and the results of the wear on the styli (the di ameter) w ith respect to
the hardness of the styli were recorded. The aim of these experiments was to veri fy and
establish the fact that for the range of steel styl i hardness values used, there is no
significant change in the results obtained for the CERCHAR test wh ich could be used as a
g uide for future research o n the CERCHAR test.

The heat treatment of the styli atmmg at a hardness of 55 HRC produces styli with
hardness somewhere in the 53 to 57 HRC intervals. Fortunately, accordin g to the resul ts,
the sensiti vity of the CERCHAR test results to HRC in the afore mentioned interval is
insignifi cant compared
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to

the systematic and random experimental error [49].

5. 2. 1 Procedure of CERCHAR Tests Performed

A standard way of conducting C ERCHAR experiments is also ex plained in the second
c hapte r which is the lite rature review part. The same practice was also undertaken in our
research work. Figure 5-5 shows a photo of the set-up at its fi nal stage and after
modificatio ns that were made and also has some s1gns to show the procedure of the
performance of each test.

~

Hand lever

stvlus

Roell core

Adjustable screw

Figure 5-5. CERC HAR testing set-up in Memorial University of Newfoundland
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In o rder to conduct the test, the rock specimen should be placed in the vice and fixed and
there sho uld be no moveme nt possib le in any directi on for the sample. Then, place the
styli o n the proper spot o n the rock surface. Care should be taken that the stylus is not
damaged befo re the test starts. To conduct each repetiti on of the test, the lever, w hile a
vertical load of 7 KN is on the stylus, should be moved with a certain velocity fo r a
certain di stance. Thi s is repeated twice for each stylus and then the styl us's tip is studied
using an optical microscope.

Figure 5-6 shows the styli and thecore samples that were used in the experiments .

Figure 5-6. Rock sa mples a nd styli used in the CERC HAR experiments
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5.2.2

The Results Obtained from the CERCHAR Tests

A senes of experimental in vestigation has been conducted usmg Conception group
siltstone with UCS value of 160.75 Mpa which was the reference for our study. Pins of
the CERCHAR test, with HRC value ranging from 52 to 58, were used to observe the
variation of CAl, i.e. diameter of the flat worn, vs. HRC. A number of 22 tests were
conducted and the results are shown in Table.S-1. In addition Figure 5-7 shows variation
of Diameter vs HRC value. The value of standard devi ation in data calculated is 0.041.
Regression line of these values is drawn on the scatter plot of data. The R-squared value
of this line is 0.19 which is much less than l.O for a perfect correlation.
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Table 5-1. Diameter of the CERCHAR styluses' after standard CERCHAR test

HRC

l)ianneter(lllnl)

HRC

l)ianneter(nnnn)

HRC

l)ianneter(nlnn)
value

value

value

0.3

53.3

0.28

56

0.21

57.2

0.3

54

0.2

57

0.22

54.7

0.3

55.2

0.2

55.7

0.2

56.5

0.25

56

0.2

57

0.21

57.8

0.3

56.8

0.23

55.5

0. 2 1

52.7

0.2

56.8

0. 3

54

0.21

56

0.24

55 .7

0.2

57.2

0.29

56.3

0.2

56
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59

HRC v alue of CERCHAR stylus

Figure 5-7. Plot of Correlation between H RC value of the styluses a nd tip diameter after test

Result o f in vesti gati ons of the CERCHAR tests, shows that the re is no significant
corre lation between styli HRC value and di ameter of the worn fl at on the tip of the styli
after standard wear test fo r the styli in the range of hardness used.

While no re liable correlati on between stylus hardness and wear flat diameter was
establi shed fo r the relati vely small range of hardness used (unlike the correlati ons
reported e lsewhe re fo r wider hardn ess ranges [30]) , the standard deviatio n for the present
tests is useful.

The standard de vi ati o n was 0.041 for the diamete r measureme nt on 22 sty li (each value
recorded is the average of two di ameter of rig ht angle o n one stylus) . Fi ve styli are used
fo r the determinatio n of one CAJ value. According to standard statisti cal theory the
student t-value for 54 measurements is 2.8. T herefore the unce rtainty of d ata (i.e. from
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one stylus) is 2.8x0.041= 0. 115. The uncertainty of the mean from 5 pins is 0.05 i.e. 95 %
confidence limi ts for a mean is ± 0.05 mm. Thi s is self-evident from the data as all the
diameter data ranged between, and including 0.20 - 0.30 mm. Therefore the confidence
limits for a CAl value on this rock are ±0.5 , which appears to have a homogenous and
fine grain structure. The same series of tests were done using concrete as the rock and the
diameters after each test were recorded against the HRC hardness of the styli. Table 5-2
shows the tests results.
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Table 5-2.Pin HRC Hardness and pin diameter data

Diameter, mm

HRC

Diameter, mm

HRC

0.4

54.5

0.2

54

0.29

55.2

0.2

57.5

0. 18

56

0.22

57.3

0.2

52.2

0.3

56

0.29

56

0.28

53.3

0.2

54.5

0.23

54.7

0.3

56.8

0.3

56.3

0.2

56.7

0. 3

54.5

0.21

57

0.22

54

0.2

54.7

0.2

54.5

0.24

56.8

0.3

55
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T he graph of the diameters obtai ned after each test versus the hardness values is sho wn in
Figu re 5-8.
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Figure 5-8. Dia meter in ru m versus hardness

The same conclusions as the previo us set of tests can also be drawn here. The: value of rsqu ared for the linear trend line fitted to data is 0.000 whi ch means a complete
randomness of the data and no obvious change in the behav ior as long as the HRC values
in the studied range are concerned . The results again confirm the prev ious conclus io n for
s iltsto ne.
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6

Conclusions
6.1

Coring Drilling Tests

The tests performed using the corin g drilling bit to look into the effect of the fl ow rate o n
the drilling performance i.e . ROP and wear rate had interesting resul ts. Fro m an ROP
p o int of vi ew , the fl o w rate inc reased the rate of pene trati o n. It was also observed that the
vibration assisted drilling increases the rate of penetrati on not only by itself; but also, it
inte racts with the fl ow rate in which a better bo tto m ho le cleanin g can be achieved.

It appears that without vibrati o n a la rge po rti o n of the WOB is carri ed by the rock debri s
between the bit surface and rock. Most o f the flu shing actio n occurs at the water ways.
With vibrati o n so me flu shing can also occ ur between the segments and the rock.
E nhanc ing the cutting acti o n of imbedded di amo nds and hence the ROP.

Furthermore, it was observed that the vibration, in total, causes more wear o n the tool for
unit interval drilled bo th from a ·weight loss and from a di amo nd loss po int of view .
Furthe rmore, w ith regards to the di rect effect of the fl ow rate to the wear rate, the rate of
w ear was observed to be independent of the fl o w rate for conventional drilling . For the
vibrati on ass isted case, the re seem s to be an optimum value for the fl ow rate in which the
rate of the wear of the tool is minimal.
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6.2

CERCHAR Test Results and HRC

The CERCHAR. facility was refurbished and several tests on two different types of rock
(siltstone and concrete) were performed o n it. The main purpose of the tests was to
investigate the sensitivity of the test resul ts to the HRC values of the hardness of the pins
used. The test results show that this sensiti vity is much less than the experimental random
errors and conducting the ex pe riments with the pins with a hardness in a range of 52 to 58
HRC will give results that are practically independent of the hard ness value. In other
words, the uncertainty inherent the experiment is larger than the effect of the hardness.

The mam motivation for this study is to make sure that the CERCHAR tests to be
conducted in future are not affected by the sli ght variations in the pin's hardness. This
study assures that (at least fo r the rock types studi ed here, si ltstone and concrete) the
c hange in the measured diameter after the CERCHAR test is negligible if onl y the pin's
hardness changes (as long as the change is in the range of 52 to 58 HRC). The available
heat treatment methods are ab le to set the stylus's hardness in a range 3 HRC lower or
hi gher than the target hardness value.
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7

Recommendations for Future Work
7. I

Flow Rate of Drilling Fluid and its Effect on the Drilling Performance

The Range of fl ow rates tested w as limited to I gpm to 5 gpm fo r the described dri lling
ope rati onal conditions. Close to linear trends of rate of penetrati on with the flow rate does
not mean that fo r the

~ntire

range of practi cal fl ow rates this w ill be true. E xpanding the

range to higher flow rates wi ll show this be hav ior and give more ins ig ht into the
mechani sms by whic h the drilling hydrauli cs affects the perfo rmance.

The mechani sm of wear for vib ration and rotary drilling turned o ut to be different. A
pote ntial ex pe riment to verify and also give mo re insight into thi s is to drill the same
interval of a g iven rock o nce w ith pure rotatio n and o nce with pure vibrati o n (no rotati on)
and the same WOB and the n do the same di amond analys is that was also given in the
wear study of this thesis. The theory posed in this thesis w ill be confirmed if.the domin ant
mode of wear in the vibratio n case is the di amond-matri x bond failure (diamond pull-out)
w hi le that of the rotary case is the di amond-fracture . A vibration ass isted case is a
combinatio n of both modes a nd the weight of each mode are determined by the vibration
ampl itude and the ro tary speed . The theory can be develo ped to the point to predict the
wear of a g iven vibrati o n assisted drilling operati o n having the data of a pure-vibratio n
and pure-rotation d rilling case avai lable .
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Cost optimization study of the vi bration assisted drilling can become more realistic by
havi ng the accurate data of the operational costs of the vibratory system as well as the set
up itself and also the expenses that the wear rate imposes. The impo rtance of this study is
trivial since all the industrial interest in the drilling research at the end narrows down to
o ne factor, which is cost of drilling.

7.2

CERCHAR Test and Hardness Effect

The work presented in thi s thesis is in fact a starting point to look into the CERCHAR test
more effectively. The refurbi shment of this device wil l provide a great means to conduct
mo re comprehensive abrasiveness studies and then relate those studies to the wear studies
such as those presented in the previo us chapter of this thesis.

The CERCHAR Abras ive ness Index (CAl ) values are of very few practical interests in
drilling e ngineering as lo ng as there is no correlati o n to relate it to the tool wear. The
literature rev iew of this thesis went over some of the available works in th is regard. For
the spec ific purpose of vibratio n assisted drilling, a series of experiments can be designed
to first measure the CAl value of a set of rocks and then conducti ng the dri lling
experime nts using the impregnated diamo nd bit. A constant set of drilling operational
parameters such as WOB , fl ow rate, rotary speed and etc. is to be appl ied throughout the
tests whi le app lying the vibrations with. various amplitudes, a good correlation (if the
effect is signi ficant) wi ll be obtained relating the wear rate to CAl and the vibrations
amplitude.

1I I
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Appendices
9

Appendix 1. Wear Study Data and Details
In the following secti on, p ictures were taken fro m real bit surface at first step with lower
m agnificati on and the n in the next section pictures were taken with highe r magni fication
using replica.

It should be noted that the wear analysis data for eac h particul ar 'fl ow rate' is presented
· here. T hi s means that the wear on the b it after pe rfo rming all the three different weight o n
bit ex periments is reported here. T his is d ue to the size of the wear created on the bi t, for
j ust o ne fl owrate-WOB ex peri ment this amount is very s mall and is the resul ts are
analyzed th at way, they w ill be subject to signifi cant round-off errors. Usi ng this method
in the measurement and ana lysis of wear reduces the severity of th is p roblem and makes
the analys is of the data more re liable. Furthermore, the purpose of thi s study is to
in vesti gate the effect of fl ow rate after all.
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9. 1

9.1.1

Study on Leading Edge

One gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-1 Before test

Figure 9-2 After test
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vibratory

9. 1.2

Three gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-3. Before test

Figure 9-4. After test
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Vibratory

9.1.3

Five gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-5. Before test

Figure 9-6. After test
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Vibratory

Diamo nds protruding from the matrix , mostl y showing "tails," i.e. ridges fo rmed behind
each diamo nd as the matrix is worn/eroded ahead and beside the di amond, but less so
behind it. E vidently, there is evidence of "conditio ning" of the bi t segments before they
are welded on to the bit through an initial wearing/grinding process producing tails that
are parallel and do not follow the segment c ircumfere nce, while drilling produce tails that
are circumfere nti al. The extent to w hi ch thi s change has occurred in the sho rt runs is also
an indicati o n of the a mount of wear. A lso, it appears that with vibratio n the new tails are
in some cases less di stinct than those produced in conventi onal drilling.
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9.2

Study on Trailing Edge

9.2. 1 One gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-7. Before test

Figure 9-8. After
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Vibratory

9.2.2

Three gpm experiment

Conventi onal

Figure 9-9. Before test

Figure 9-10. After test
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Vibratory

9.2.3

Five gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-11. Before test

Figure 9-12. After test
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Vibratory

9.3

Study on Diamonds

9.3 . 1 One gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-13. Before test

Figure 9-14. After test
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Vibratory

Comparing these two pictures shows more rounding on o uter edge in vibration assisted
drilling, as more of the edge is out of foc us w he n the center is in foc us. A little wear o n
edge of conventi onal drilling is obv ious.

9.3 .2

Three gpm experiment

Conventi onal

Figure 9-15. Before test

Figure 9-1 6. After test
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Vibratory

Lower rate of wear is visible in 3 GPM.

9.3 .3

Five gpm experiment

Conventional

Vibratory

Figure 9-17. Befor e test

Figu re 9-18. After test

Mo re wear in vibrati o n drilling is visible, But not very much in conventio nal drilling. All
o f diffe re nt fl ow rates shows a little wear on di amo nds.
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9.4
9 .4.1

Study on side view
One gpm experiment

Not much wear is visible o n the following pictures on next pages of side views of bit.

Conventional

Figure 9-19. Before test

Figure 9-20. After test
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Vibratory

9.4.2

Three gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-21. Before test

Figure 9-22. After test
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Vibratory

9 .4.3

Five gpm experiment

Conventional

Figure 9-23. Before test

Figure 9-24. After test
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Vibratory

9.5

Study on water ways

9.5 .1 One gpm experiment

Conventional

Vibratory

Figure 9-25. Before test

Figure 9-26. After test

Rounding of outer ed ges is also more visible at wate rways. Al so evidences are given in
next pages.
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9.5.2

Three gpm experiment

Conventi onal

Figure 9-27. Befor e test

Figure 9-28. After test
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Vibratory

9.5.3

Five gpm experiment

Conventional

Vibratory

Figure 9-29. Before test

Figure 9-30. After test

9.6

Comparing bit profile before and after tests

Please note that the following pictures are composites - before and after pictures
superimposed .
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9.6.1 One GPM Experiment
Conventional

Vibratory

Figure9-31. Superimposed photos of before and after test for conventional a nd vibratory drilling

9.6.2

Three GPM Experiment

Conventional

Vibratory

Figure9-32. Superimposed photos of before and after test for conventional and vibratory drilling
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9.6.3

Five GPM Experiment

Conve ntional

Vibratory

Figure 9-33 Superimposed photos of before and after test for conventional and vibratory drilling

In general, more wear appeared o n 5 gpm than 3 gpm and a lso 1 gpm . Little amo un t of
wear appeared in conventi onal drilling and it's di fficult to co mpare them together.
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9.7

Comparing conventional and vibration drilling

Conventional

Vibratory

Figure 9-34. Comparing vibra tional and conventional drilling wear r ates, superimposed photoes

C ompari ng vibrati on drilling and co nventi o nal sho ws mo re am ount of wear in vibrati on
d rill ing than a conventio nal one. Just a little wear almost o n all o f the conventio nal
happe ned, but lots of ro unding appeared in vibratio n drilling.

9.8

Study on diamonds before starting the runs and after finishing all the runs

This section is a more in-dep th analysi s of wear o n the diamonds. Fo ur m odes of wear are
identified and are shown in the pictu res. So me di amonds afte r the test appear to be not
c hanged at all and no damage is vis ible o n the m those are labeled as 'unworn '. So me
diamo nds seem to be fractured after the experime nts, they are labeled with 'M icrofracture'
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[51] and finall y some diamo nds are completely lost which is a result of detachment from
the body of the bit and they are labe led as 'pull o ut'. Another label that is not show n in the
pictures is 'wear fl at' which pe rtains to those diamonds that their surface is worn o ut and
become fl at. Thi s type of wear is very unli kely to happen because the diamonds have a
much hi ghe r hardness co mpared to the matrix .

Figure9-35. 'pull out' and 'unworn' diamonds identified
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Figure9-36. Microfractu red dia monds

In the above pictures, the vibration drilling tests before and afte r of 3 gpm ex periments
are shown . The reason that we didn ' t choose the total before and after of all of
experiments is because of lots of wear in vibrat io n drilling, and it was not poss ible to
compare the di amonds. In thi s, 2experime nts at 3 gpm, one w ith and w ithout vib ratio n
were checked and the res ult fo r the 3 d ifferent segments is given below:
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Table9-l. Summary of wear types in vibratory and conventional drilling tests

Pull
Diamond

Unworn

M acro/micro fracture

W ear flat

out

Vibratory

64%

27 %

9%

NEGLIGIBLE

Conventio nal

38%

49%

13%

NEGLIGIBLE

The number of di amonds with a wear fl at was negli gible in the amo unt. Pictures show
just a porti on of one segment as an example in vibratio n drilling. As you see, 3 different
kinds of diamond wear were obvious. 3 pull o ut, o ne microfracture, and o ne un worn were
observed.

In average, there are about 25 diamonds in each segm ent, and 2 of 5 segments were used
for thi s calcul ation.

9.9

Study on weight loss

The follow ing graph de[Jicts the summary of the data acquired usmg the weight loss
method. The di gital hi gh-precision scale was used to measure the weight of the core
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barrel before and after drilling. It should be noted that the data reported in this graph are
the weight change per unit length dri lled.

Weight change per length for different
flow rate
3.5

3

E

2 .5
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..c.
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2
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Flow rate (gpm)

Figu re9-37. Weigh t loss of the bit for two drilling mod es versus flow rate

The main conc lusion out of this graph is that the wear rate fo r vibration assisted drillin g is
s ignifi cantly hi g her than that of conventional drilling and this finding is also supported by
the microscopic analysis presented in the previous sectio ns.
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It appears that fo r the case of co nventional drilling, the effect of flow rate on the wear rate
is insignificant. For the case of vibrati on ass isted drilling, there seems to be an optimum
fl ow rate in w hic h the wear rate is minimum (this o ptimum fl ow rate in this case turns out
to be somewhere close to 3 gpm).

9.10 Study on water ways

In the follo wing pictures, wate r way views we re used to show the bit wear in the case of
m atrix wear. In order to compare the bit wear, two pictures w hich the first is taken before
drilling test at fl ow rate of 3 gpm and the second is take n after conducting the test at fl ow
rate of 5 gpm, were combined, the fi nal profile superimposed o n the ini tial o ne . T he
o utline of the final cross-sectio n is o utlined in red. In each case the test with a fl ow rate of
3 gpm was the first test and the 5 gpm test was the last.

Figure 9-38. Bit 4 segment 1; left: leading, right: trailing (Conventional)
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Figure 9-39. Bit 4 segment 2; left: leading, right: trailing (Conventional)

Figure
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9-40.

Bit

4

segment

3·

'

left:

leading,

right:

trailing

(conventiona l)

Figure 9-41. Bit 4 segment 4; left: leading, right: trailing (Conventional)

Figure 9-42. Bit 4 segment 5; left: leading, right: trailing (Conventional)

On segment one in Figure 9-41 , no wear at leading edge was observed but a little wear at
trailing edge occurred .

For segment two in Figure 9-42, some wear o bserved at outer edge, both on leading and
trailing edges.
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On segment three in Fi gure 9-43 there is no wear at leading edge, a little at outer edge of
trailing end .

For segment fo ur in Figure 9-44 there is no wear, except at outer edges both on leading
and tra iling ends.

On segment five in F igure 9-45 no wear occurred, except at oute r edges both on leadi ng
and trailing ends.

In the following pictures, di fferent segments were chosen to show the effect of vibration
on water ways fo r comparison to conventional.

Figure 9-43. Bit 1 segment 1; left: leading, right: trailing (Vibrational)
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Figure 9-44. Bit 1 segment 2; left : leading, right: tra iling (Vibrational)

F igure 9-45. Bit 1 segment 3; left : leading, right: tra iling (Vibrationa l)
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Figure 9-46. Bit 1 segment 4; left: leading, right: trailing ( Vibrational)

Figure 9-47. Bit 1 segment 5; left: leading, right: t ra iling (Vibrationa l)

Some wear at both inside and outside edges was observed, most wear occurred at outer
edge.

The re is zero wear at l/4 and 1/3 width in from in ner edge.

15 1

This bit had already been worn to some extent prior to test, showing rounding on inner
edge.
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10 Appendix 2. Styli Heat Treating and Hardness Testing Details
We used Knoop test because with Knoop test we can reach to very tip of stylus and
measure the hardness that is the most important part of stylus to use in CERCHAR test.

The following describes Knoop tests o n two samples, one of o ur samples is as recei ved
from technical se rvices and the other one is one that Steve Steele tempered. W e called
them sampl e ( 1) and sample (2) in this report.

10.1 Sample (1):

First we started with sample ( I) the mounted portion of an untempered stylus, including
the tip, in pia ·tic mounting material, in the manner usual in metallography, w ith the
pointed tip perpendicul ar to a flat surface of the mo unt. We poli shed in the usual way for
metall ograph y, with emery papers of decreasing particle size, in turn , followed by
polishing with 6 micron and 1 micron di am ond paste . This removed all scratches on the
surfaces tested. Then started the Rockwel l test o n sample ( 1) on both the tip and base of
sample. After the Rockwell test we did a couple of Knoop tests on the same surfaces to
compare Rockwell C value with Knoop to check the correlation provided on the Wil son
chart (hardness conversio n c hart). In following tables (1 0 .1- 10.2 ) the val ues for the tip
and base side of sampl e( 1) are listed.
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Table 10-1. Tip Hardness Test Results for Sample(!)

HRC
Test

Date

(Rockwell

Eq ui valent

Difference

Knoop

HRC

HRC

test

(from

Equival.

Knoop)

HRC

an'

Description
test)

l

3 1-Jan- 11

Tip side

65 .2

703

58.6

6.6

2

31-Jan-1 I

Tip side

65.2

789

62.3

2.9

3

31-Jan- 11

Tip side

66. 1

799

63

3. I

65.5

763

61.3

4.2

Mean

Table 10-2. Base Hardness Test Results for Sample(} )

Differenc
Test

Date

Descriptio

HRC

(Rockwell

Knoop test

Eq ui va1e
of
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HR

1

n

test)

(kg/mm-)

nt HRC

and Eq ui'
HRC

I

31-Jan- 11

Base side

62

595

53

9

2

31 -Jan-1 1

Base side

64.1

622

54. 6

9.5

3

3 1-Ja n- 11

Base side

64.2

826

64. 1

0. 1

63.4

68 1

57 .2

6.2

Mean

T he prev ious Knoop tests on the base were at random locatio ns, and the test locations for
Rockwell and Knoop tests w ith the same test number are not necessaril y adjacent. T here
is the poss ibility of vari ati on of hardness at di ffe re nt locations of the steel d ue to the fact
that the steel, o r its heat treatment, is not perfectly ho mogenous. While the locations
selected fo r the Knoop tests were close to the indentations produced by Rockwell test;
however, a certain distance from each indentation was chosen so that the plastic
deformati on produced by Rockwell hardness test does not affect the Kn oop test results.
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The approximate locati ons of the indentati ons and Knoop test location po ints are show n
in Figure( I 0- 1) .

Considering the averages the Knoop test would appear to convert to an equivale nt H RC
abo ut 4-6 uni ts hi gher than a di rect measureme nt of HRC.

After we fi ni shed these tests o n sampl e ( I) we decided to do another set of fo ur Knoop
tests somewhe re between five Rockwell test po ints on the base side of sample (1) along a
line near the center fro m o ne edge to another. W e choose a center line (diameter) of
circle and also a line 3 mm above that . The data are in Tables (10-3)and (10-4).

Figure 10-1. five tests done on a stylus base a nd the proposed locations for conducting the Knoop test
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Table I0-3.knoop T est s on the b ase side o f sampl e (1 )

Test (cente r line)

-

Date

D escriptio n

Knoo p No.

HR C e qui vale nt

...., /TJ' ..... I-/"'tl\"1 ...

Jl. Q.C'O c iri P

h 2h

54.9

10 Appendix 2. Styli Heat Treating and Hardness Testing Details
We used Knoop test because with K noop test we can reach to very tip of stylus and
measure the hardness that is the most important part of stylus to use in CER CHAR test.

The foJJowing describes Knoop tests on two samples, one of our samples is as received
from technical services and the other one is one that Steve Steele tempered. We called
them sample ( 1) and sample (2) in this report.

I 0 . 1 S ampl e ( 1) :

First we started with sample ( l ) the mounted portion of an untempered stylus , including
the tip , in plastic mounting material , in the manner usual in metaJJography , with the
pointed tip perpendicu lar to a flat surface of the mount. We po lished in the usual way for
metaJJography , with emery papers of decreasing particle size, in turn, foJJowed by
polishing with 6 micron and 1 micron diamond paste . This removed all scratches on the
surfaces tested. Then started the Rockwell test on sample ( 1) on both the tip and base of
sample. After the Rockwe1 I test we did a couple of Knoop tests on the same surfaces to
compare Rockwell C value with Knoop to check the correlation provided on the Wilson
chart ( hardness conversion chart). In following tables (1 0.1-1 0 .2) the values for the tip
and base side of sample( I ) are listed.
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These results appear to confirm that the previous Knoop tests and the difference between
the equivalent values in HRC and the actual HRC.

I0.2 Sample(2) :

First we did grinding with abrasive paper and then did polishing with 6 and 1 m1cron
diamond paste on a mounted portion of an annealed stylus. Several Knoop tests were
conducted on both the base and the tip of the sample We did six Rockwe ll tests on the
base of our sample, but just one test for the tip side, as such tests must be some distance
from the edge of a sample. All the Rockwell tests for the base side were along the center
line of our sample and the one for the tip was in the middle. In tables ( 10-5) and (10-6)
are the data for both Rockwell and Knoop tests.
·Table 10-5. . Knoop Tests on the tip side of sample (2)

Test

Date

Description

Knoop test

Equivalent HRC

1

7/Feb/2011

Tip side

617

54.1

2

7/Feb/2011

Tip side

636

55.4

3

7/Feb/2011

Tip side

702

58.7

4

7/Feb/2011

Tip side

712

59.1

5

7/Feb/2011

Tip side

767

61.5

727(Mean of test 3-5)

59.8(Mean of test 3-5)

Mean
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Tests l and 2 were not included in the average. Their lower values could be due to being
c lose to the edge of the pin . W e obtained 59 HRC fro m our Rockwell test that is fairl y
close to the average of HRC eq ui valent of the Knoop tests, for instance; test nu mbers 3, 4
and 5 are 59.8 in average.
Table 10-6. Knoop Tests on the base side of sample (2)

Test

Date

HRC(Ro

Kno

Eq ui vale

Descrip

c kwel l

op

nt

tion

test)

test

HRC

7-Feb-

Base

II

side

7-Feb-

Base

II

side

7-Feb-

Base

l1

side

7-Feb-

Base

4

II

5

7-Feb-

I

2

3
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to

Difference of HRC
and Knoop

37.8

596

53.1

15.3

54.2

594

53

1.2

57.8

p57

56.3

1.5

side

58

648

55.5

2.5

Base

58

680

57.5

0.5

6

7

8

9

10

11

11

side

7-Feb-

Base

11

side

7-Feb-

Base

I1

side

7-Feb-

Base

11

side

7-Feb-

Base

11

side

7-Feb-

Base

11

side

7-Feb-

Base

11

side

60.1

679

57.5

685

57.5

661

56.5

641

55.5

587

52 .6

683

57.7

668(

Mean
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58.5(Me

Mea

56.8(Me

an of 3-

n of

an of 3-

6)

3-8)

8)

2 .6

Scrutinizing Table 10-6, it can be noted that for test number l the difference between
Rockwell test and Knoop test is high and there is almost 40% difference between the two
values. While one of the meas urements may simply be due to an error, this di fference is
due to the fac t that this test was done on a locati on on the base which is very close to the
edge of the base

In table ( I 0-6) we can see the average of Rockwell tests 3,4,5,6 is 58.5 and the HRC
equi valent of the average of Knoop tests 3,4,5 ,6,7,8 converted to HRC using the table
provided by Wil son is 56.9. All these tests were done near the center of base side sample .
In thi s case there is good agreeme nt between Rockwell C tests and the Knoop test values
converted to HRC.

Correlation Test: (Calibration of knoop test apparatus)

To further check the equi valence of Knoop and direct Rockwell C tests we performed
four tests on two different certified standards supplied for the Rockwell tests. T hese
pieces of metal are produced so that any part of its surface has the specified hardness and
can be used to check the cal ibrati on of a hardness tester. These have polished flat surfaces
and have dimensions such that they could be mou nted in the mi crohard ness tester, and
tests performed on some portions of the surface. The Rockwell C hardness is marked on
them by the supplier of the standards, with certificates supplied.
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Table ( I0-7) and ( I 0-8) shows the results.

Table 10-7. Knoop test for calibration

Test No.

Knoop test

HRC equivalent

1

490

46.7

2

482

46.1

Table 10-8. Standard with 60.91+- O.SHRC

Test No.

Knoop test

HRC equivalent

1

653

56.1

2

671

57.0

With the 44.6 HRC standard the Knoop test gave an eq ui vale nt HRC about 2 units higher
than the actua l HRC, wh ile the 60.9 HRC standard the HRC equivalent to the Knoop HV
was 4 to 5 units lower than actual HRC.
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The hardness of one of these standards is hig her and that of the other is lower than the
hardness expected fo r a CECHAR test stylus. For a stylus co rrectly tempered to the 54
HRC, it would appear th at there may be little difference between a Knoop test converted
to HRC and the actual HRC.

With the portio ns of styli that we have been using fo r testing the conversio n between
Knoop hardness and Rockwell C hardness there may be some non-uniformity in the
hardness in these pieces of metal, due to vari ations in composition or heat treatment. This
could be the reason for the range of hardness values o n each sample that we measured
with both testers. The closeness of the two hardness values that we measured on each
commerc ia ll y supplied standard indicates that these test pieces are indeed uniform, as
they sho uld be. W e did not want to conduct more tests o n these particul ar standards,
which were purchased fo r general use in the M etallurgy Labo ratory to confi rm the
calibrati o n of the equipment.

Conclusion:

From the tests conducted so far there is some uncertain ty m the correlatio n between
Knoop and Rockwell C tests, using a standard conversion table. B efore any further work
is done to check thi s conversion it would be appropri ate to check how important this
could be in relati on to the uncerta inty of CAI values and the uncertainty in the correlation
of CAl with stylus hardness, w hi ch w ill be studied w hen our tester is read y fo r use and
repeat determinati o ns of C Al can be made using repeatable abras ive test surfaces .
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New series of tests :

The hardness achieved in temperin g the styli according the ASM Metals Handbook guide
data for tempering 01 tool steel did not produce the expected hardness. The hardness
values were closer to the handbook correlation for hardness versus tempering temperature
fo r S I tool steel, sho wn he re in Figure l 0-2. B oth these tool steels are produced with
compositions covering a range of values fo r similar elements. An SEM EDAX analys is of
the metal used in o ur sty! i is c lose to the compositio n of steel 01 in the ASM standard,
except that the detected presence of vanadium in it is more typical of S I steel. The refore
we decided to use the te mpering guide lines fo r S I for our tempe ring expe riments.

Fig (10-2) is the diagram in the Metals Handbook fo r the tempering behav ior for several
S l steels, each with a slig htl y different compositio n. Rockwe ll hard ness val ues achieved
as a functi o n of temperature are plotted. The trend line for S I steel type 5, w hich had the
c losest compositio n to our steel, is sho wn in the graph. As it can be seen from the f igure,
to achi eve a hardness of 55 fo r the steel; we need a tem perin g temperature ih the range of

225-275 ° C.
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Figure 10-2. Rockwell Hardness vs. temper a ture of heat treatment

So accordin g to metal handbook ASM and our last experience we asked Steve Steele to
temper 3 sets of styli at 3 diffe rent temperatures to estabbsh the best tempering, as
follows. (Table 10-9 to 10- 12) .
Table 10-9. Heat treatment of samples

Number of stylus

Temperature

Time

10

275 c

45 min

10

250 c

45 min
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After doing te mpering operation we started to do Rockwell hardness test on them and we
gai ned the followi ng results as it can be seen in next three tables, for the three
temperatures used. Tempering tests also used to test consistency of pin hardness and
reproducibility of hardness test. We are particularly interested in the tests near the styli
tips. Mean near tip is 52.4
Table 10-10. Tempered at 275°c for 45 min

Stylus:

AI

A2

A~

A4

As

Ar.

A1

AM

A9

Aw

SJ

so

51

so

49

49

54

55

55

51

51

49

48

SJ

51

51

55

59

so

52

Near
base

Middle

I

A

little

above

52

53

so

55

52

5.,

55

52

46

52

54

so

53

52

52

52

53

51

52

55

middle

Near Tip
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Table 10-11 Tempered stylus at 250°c for 45 min

Stylus:

Cl

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

C9

c 10

Cll

c 12

C13

Neal," base

53

55

53

50

54

53.2

50.9

46

52

52

50

55

52

Middle

53

53

54

55

56.1

53.4

53

50

54.8

52.3

50.2

54

54

50

54

55

50.3

53.2

51

53.4

49

51.8

52

52

54.8

53

54.1

52.3

53.3

55

52

52

53.3

50.1

53

51.3

50

52

52

little above
middle

Near Tip

Table 10-12 Tempered Stylus at 225°c for 45 min

Stylus:

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

810

Near base

55

57.1

55

57.1

57.2

57

56

56.3

55.1

56.9

Middle

56.1

58

56.8

54.2

54

. 58.8

55

54

55.2

57

Little above middle

56.4

56.3

55.1

55.2

55.2

56.8

56.3

56

55.2

55.8

Near Tip

55.1

56.9

55

55.2

56

56.8

55.1

55.9

55

55.1

Mean near tip is 55.6.
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While the mean hardness val ue near the tip of 55 HRC for the styli te mpered at 225

oc

indicates that thi s is the appropriate tempering treatment for our styli , there is a vari ati o n
with in and between styli. This could be due to s imilar variations between and within styli
as received hardened by Technical Services.

Therefore, we decided to do the Rockwell test on styli that were received fro m Technical
Services. Hardness values before te mpering were the obj ective of these experiments to
observe whether there were differences between and within styli. W e can see the result of
these hardness tests in the fo llowing table( I 0-13).
Table 10-13 Styli as received from Technical Services

Stylus:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Near base

62.3

62

63.3

61.3

63.1

63

63

61

62.2

62.1

middle

59.1

63.2

61

63.9

64

62.8

63.1

63.8 .

62.1

63.3

64

63

63

62.8

63

63

62.1

62

62.2

63.1

61.4

62

62.9

60.8

60.8

62

62.4

61

little

·62.1

above
middle

Near Tip

59

Mean near tip: 6 1.5

Then we picked two different styli rando ml y and did the Rockwell test on them 3 times
again . The results are in next table ( 10- 14).
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Table 10-14 randomly Rockwell test on stylus

Stylus(l)

Stylus(2)

60.6

63

61.9

61.2

62.7

62.2

Mean: 61.7

Mean: 62.1

From this it would appear that an individua l test can be within ± 1.8 of the average of 3
tests.

We repeated this process with two of the styl i that we had tempered at 225

oc for 45 min .

We cut a sho rt portion from each stylus close to its tip and mounted them in plastic so as
to be able to gri nd and polish a flat ci rcular cross section close to the stylus point to be
able to perform a Knoop test on that section.

Then we did these tests, because the best results are related to the stylus that we tempered
them at 225 °C for 45 min so we pick two of these styli to redo hardness test on them, this
time with Kn oop test to achieve closer to the tip of stylus.

169

To make sure the tip has the ri ght hardness fo r our CERCH AR test we couldn ' t do it wi th
Rockwell hardness test so we decided to cut the samples and mount them with plastic
m aterial to do anothe r set of Knoop test ver y close to the tip . Following tables ( I 0-15 to
I 0- 16) show us the results.
Table 10-15 Stylus tempered at 225°C for 45 min

Knoop

Equivalent

value

HRC

J

683

58

2

680

57.5

3

692

58.1

Mean

685

57.8

Test

Table 10-16 Stylus tempered at 225°C for 45 min

Test

Knoop value

Equivalent HRC

J

673

57.1

2

658

56.4

3

691

58

170

I Mean

These Knoop tests for both stylus te mpered at 225°C for 45 min s how that hardness near
the tip are acceptable .
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